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ABSTRACT
Many IT-systems are when created not designed to be flexible and dynamic resulting in old
and complex systems hard to maintain. Systems usually build their functionality and
capability on the data contained in their databases. The database underlines such system, and
when data do not correspond between different and synchronizing systems, it is a troublesome
debugging process. This is because systems are complex and the software architecture is not
always easy to understand. Due to increasing complexity in systems over time, making
systems harder to debug and understand, there is a need for a system that decreases debugging
costs. Furthermore, result in better transaction costs. This study proposes a system based on
blockchain technology to accomplish this.
An ERP system based on blockchain with encrypted transactions was constructed to
determine if the proposed system can contribute in better transaction costs. A case study at
multiple IT-companies and comparison to an existing ERP system module validated the
system. A successful simulation showed that multiple parts could read and append data to an
immutable storage system for one truth of data. By all counts, and with proven results, the
constructed blockchain solution based on encrypted transactions for an ERP system can
reduce debugging costs.
It is also shown that a centralized database structure where external and internal systems can
get one truth of data, decreases transaction costs. However, it is the decision makers in
companies that need to be convinced for the constructed system to be implemented. A
problem is also when modifications to the object type, then historical transactions cannot be
changed in an immutable storage solution. Blockchain is still a new technology, and the
knowledge of the technology and the evolution of the system determines if the proposed
software architecture will result in better transaction costs.
Keywords: ERP, Enterprise Resource Planning, Blockchain, Microservice, Complex
systems, Distributed systems, Database, Synchronizing systems, Transaction costs
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SAMMANFATTNING
Många IT-system är, när de skapas, inte konstruerade för att vara flexibla och dynamiska
vilket resulterar i att gamla och komplexa system är svåra att underhålla. Systemet bygger sin
funktionalitet och kapacitet på data i sina databaser. Databasen understryker system och när
data inte överensstämmer mellan olika, och synkroniserade system, är det en besvärlig
felsöknings-process. Detta eftersom system är komplexa och programarkitekturen inte alltid
är lätt att förstå. På grund av ökad komplexitet i system över tiden, vilket gör systemen
svårare att felsöka och förstå, finns det ett behov av system som minskar
felsökningskostnader. Dessutom att de ska leda till bättre transaktionskostnader. Denna studie
föreslår ett system baserat på blockchain-teknik för att uppnå detta.
För att bestämma om det föreslagna systemet kan bidra till förståelig mjukvaruarkitektur,
byggdes ett ERP-system baserat på blockchain med krypterade transaktioner. Fallstudie vid
flera IT-företag och jämförelse med en befintlig ERP-systemmodul validerade systemet. En
lyckad simulering visade att flera delar kunde läsa och lägga till data i ett oföränderligt
lagringssystem för en sanning av data. I alla avseenden, och med bevisade resultat, kan den
konstruerade blockchain-lösningen baserad på krypterade transaktioner för ett ERP-system
reducera felsökningskostnader.
Det visas att en centraliserad databasstruktur där externa och interna system kan få en sanning
av data ökar förståelsen för programvaruarkitekturen. Det är emellertid beslutsfattare i företag
som måste vara övertygade om att det konstruerade systemet ska implementeras. Ett problem
är också om modifieringar av objekttypen kan historiska transaktioner inte ändras i en
oföränderlig lagringslösning. Blockchain är fortfarande en ny teknik, och kunskapen om
tekniken och utvecklingen av systemet avgör om den föreslagna mjukvaruarkitekturen
kommer att leda till bättre transaktionskostnader.
Keywords: ERP, Enterprise Resource Planning, Affärssystem, Blockchain, Microservice,
Komplexa systems, Distribuerade systems, Databas, Synkroniserade systems
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TERMINOLOGY
Adapter

The unwillingness and difficulty of redoing old and complex
system have contributed to adapters being added to handle the
evolution of the system. An adapter is responsible for altering the
data to enable new functionality and still be compatible with the
current system.

Blockchain

A database technology where the data is immutable. Once the data
is in the chain, it cannot change. The security lies in the
decentralized architecture where multiple miners maintain the
blockchain. Each miner has an exact copy of the blockchain.

Customizable

Customizable refers to the aspects regarding changing an object
type to be stored in a storage solution. Example, removing a
parameter of an object type to be stored in a relational database is a
critical process.

Decentralization

Decentralization is when multiple instances are spread across a
network and conducting synchronizing activities. Thus, there is no
single point of control and failure.

Encrypted Transaction

An encrypted transaction is a transaction that is encrypted. The
recipient id, sender id, and value object are encrypted and
anonymous. Very low possibility of reading the transaction
without the knowledge of the key.

High throughput

High throughput is about synchronizing activities that need a
computing environment that delivers large amounts of
computational power over a long period of time. Throughput is the
rate of successful delivery over a communication channel.

Immutability

Immutability is about the change of data in storage. If the storage
solution is immutable, the data cannot change.

Load balancing

Load balancing distributes workloads across multiple computing
resources. Computing resources can be redundant services.
Furthermore, the load balancer distributes workload to active and
running resources.

Low latency

Low latency is about minimal delay between request and response
of an executed process.

Miner

A miner is responsible for maintaining the blockchain by
continually trying to solve a problem needed to create a new block
if there are transactions available. When a new block is created, it
is distributed to every miner in the network. Thus, every miner
should always have the longest and valid chain.

No central authority

In a network of decentralized instances, there may be an authority
of who is allowed to participate in the network. If there is no
central authority then there is no requirement for who is part of the
network.

OAuth provider

An OAuth provider is a company or foundation which provides
services for granting applications to access information on other
applications without giving them the password. The granting is
instead conducted by validating a released token from the OAuth
provider.

Object type

An object contains parameters. Depending on the object type, the
parameters may differ.

Query capabilities

Query capabilities is used to find records that match a specific
search criterion in a database.

Repositories

Repositories are storage solutions intended for software
development. Repositories provide version control of the
development.

REST

REST is a web service IT-architecture concept that describes how
machine-to-machine communication can be provided through a
web based technology. Requests and responses are sent over the
HTTP.

Reverse proxy

Reverse proxy retrieves resources for a client from incoming
requests. The resources are then forwarded to the target client on
the internal network. A reverse proxy is needed to assign a domain
name to an application to, e.g., generate SSL certificate.

Synchronizing systems

Synchronizing systems are systems that are in a constant
synchronization and where each database that may or may not be
on separate networks should have corresponding data.

Transaction

A blockchain block consists of at least one transaction. The
transactions contain recipient id, sender id, and the value object.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The most common database structure is relational databases (Nassehi A et al. 2006). A
relational database (RB) consists of tables with columns and rows. The tables can be linked
which is the origin of the name relational. A database is an application that allows storing and
retrieving of data. The database underlines the functionality of systems and is one of the
essential parts of a system. The data in a database is often invaluable and would data perish or
become corrupt it is costly. Costs can be reputational costs and costs associated with restoring
the data and making the system operational again. Sensitive databases most often have
backups. However, the latest backup may not contain the latest transactions and data would
then get lost. An enormous economic advantage is to have a data storage solution that always
contains the latest and reliable data, and has no single point of failure. Therefore, this master
thesis has focused on a new type of non-conventional data storage technology. Blockchain
was selected due to it has characteristics of reliability, availability, and immutability.
Immutability means that content stored in the blockchain cannot change due to the
characteristics of the technology. That data cannot change increases trust.
Except costs associated with the loss of data, there are costs in software systems that comes
from maintenance, new product development, and implementation. These costs are most often
correlated with the level of complexity that lies in a software system. Software complexity
has multiple characteristics, including structural complexity (Adamov R & Richter L, 1990;
Darcy D et al., 2005) and computational complexity (Heering J, 2015; Darcy D et al., 2005).
In this master thesis, there will also be a focus on if Blockchain can increase the
understandability of a software system. The understandability focus will then be on software
structure and not computational complexity. "Structural or static complexity of software
should not be confused with computational complexity. The latter is concerned with various
aspects of the run-time behavior of programs, such as their use of time and memory as a
function of input size. The structural complexity of software, on the other hand, is primarily
concerned with the structure of the program text as a static object." (Heering J, 2015, p 82).
Furthermore, when software development ends up in a chaotic state, the root may lie in the
lack of understanding of the structure (Zhang H et al., 2016).
Understandability is a vital sub characteristic of quality and complexity as it may influence
other external quality attributes like maintainability (Gosian A & Sharma G, 2017).
Therefore, this master thesis will also study if Blockchain can support a complex software
system. Furthermore, to study if Blockchain technology can replace and/or assist a current
complex software system. Complex software and systems are not easy to understand, and
therefore, an economic advantage would be a system that is less structural complex and can
easily be adapt to organizational change and needs. Organizations must quickly adopt the new
technology, or an outcome can be significant organizational costs (Brynjolfsson E & Hitt L,
2003).
A software system that can efficiently adapt to organizational change is therefore of vital
interest to reduce maintenance and upgrades costs. These aspects can be defined as internal
transaction costs, which are costs associated with managing companies (Hansen Henten A &
Windekilde I, 2016). However, there is also a vital interest in reducing the costs associated
with companies. External transaction costs are powerful since they lead to the establishment
and growth of companies (Hansen Henten A & Windekilde I, 2016). Thus, are the external
transaction costs higher than the internal transaction costs, the company will grow. Since a
software system is expected to maintain accurate and accessible databases not only company
internal but also with other companies, external transaction costs can be administrative search

and communications overhead costs (Poston R & Grabski S, 2001). Company structures that
have better transaction costs will eventually displace those that have worse (Williamson O,
1981).
For example, to acquire better transaction costs in the field of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems, Themistocleous M et al., have identified the importance of simplifying a
firm’s operations as a success factor for an ERP implementation. Furthermore, to implement a
vanilla ERP solution with minimal customization. However, some customization will always
be required to meet individual needs (Themistocleous M et al. 2001). Integration problems
between new modules due to company-specific needs may easily result in parts of the system
becoming plagued. The add-on functionalities can result in changes to a relational database
schema of the original system (Chen C et al. 2009), which then increases the effort in future
maintenance (Brehm L et al. 2001), furthermore, increases costs.
In order to study if there are economic advantages with Blockchain compared to an RB
system, a blockchain system was constructed and compared to a system based on RB. The RB
system that was selected is an ERP system module maintained by CGI. ERP systems is a
compelling case since those systems easily become complex. Failures with ERP systems for
companies are not unusual and is why the system was selected. According to a survey
conducted and published by SAP, a leading ERP vendor, only 10% fail because of
technology-driven causes (Elragal A & Haddara M, 2012). Failures of ERP implementations
are instead more likely to be because of unrealistic project deadlines and budget estimations,
or a misfit between the ERP system and the organization (Elragal A & Haddara M, 2012;
Somer M & Nelson G, 2013; Gargeya B & Brady C, 2005). However, customizations and
modifications to the database and source code can still have significant influence over ERP
quality since it increases complexity (Parthasarathy S & Sharma S, 2017).
Complexity is a key aspect of software development as it has a significant impact on the cost
of developing and maintaining software systems (Gold N et al. 2005). According to a study
by Gartner 2003, on average 11% of a company’s IT budget is spent on application support
and maintenance (Oseni T et al. 2017). Another study by CFO Research services 2009,
involving 157 senior finance executives confirm that maintenance, modifications and update
costs run about 17% to 22% of the initial implementation cost (Oseni T et al. 2017). In other
studies, post-implementation costs can be 70% of the total software cost (Ng C et al. 2002). In
the case of ERP systems, that are known for their high implementation and customization cost
(Venkatraman S & Fahd K, 2016), one can argue that such systems are hard to maintain. This
is because of their structural complex system architecture that primarily comes from
individual firm customizations (Themistocleous M et al., 2001).
If a regular Blockchain solution were developed, it would not fit the needs of the comparison
ERP system module. Company data should be secure, and competitors should not get
advantages even if data is stored in a regular public blockchain solution where all transactions
are publicly readable. One current solution to accomplish this is to put the data in a private
blockchain architecture. However, in a private blockchain data could still be leaked.
Therefore, this master thesis has extended the regular Blockchain with encrypted transactions
in the constructed Blockchain solution.
Furthermore, the first method of this master thesis was to compare an own constructed
blockchain solution with an ERP system module based on relational databases. The goal of
the comparison was to determine if the constructed system is ERP functional and to test and
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measure if there can be any economic advantages with Blockchain. Input and output were
compared according to Black Box testing of the constructed system. The second method was
a case study at multiple IT-organizations. The case study was to determine general problems
with their current complex software systems and if a blockchain system based on encrypted
transactions could suit their operations, and provide economic advantages.

1.1

Master thesis goal

The main goal of this master thesis is to determine the economic advantages of blockchain
technology compared to relational databases. The results of the investigation will have clear
applicability to many use cases. The research goal can be broken down into one research
question:
Q1

How can transaction costs be reduced with blockchain technology
compared to relational databases?

This question will be answered by a case study at multiple companies and by constructing a
proof of concept ERP system based on blockchain. The constructed ERP system is compared
with an existing ERP system module that uses relational databases. Aspects that will be
investigated is maintenance cost between the systems. Findings from the comparison of the
systems and case study will provide well-founded data to answer the research question.

1.2

Delimitations

This master thesis does not focus on building the best blockchain solution, and challenges
with blockchain such as rate of growth and performance aspects will also not be an area of
focus. The reason of the developed proof of concept blockchain solution is to show that it is
possible to construct an ERP solution based in blockchain. Next step was to determine if such
solution can contribute in reduction in maintenance costs. Also, there will be no study if the
encryption method for transactions is the most secure and efficient method. For the encryption
method, this master thesis will believe in the literature used for the encryption method in the
constructed system.

1.3

Disposition

The following chapter includes a theoretical overview of the most common database schemes
and economic implications of blockchain and ERP systems. An introduction and description
of blockchain is also provided, and its related technologies. Chapter three includes description
and argumentation for selected methodology and how the data was collected and analyzed. In
chapter four, similarities and differences from the case study are presented. In chapter five,
testing and comparison study between the constructed system and the ERP system module is
performed. Chapter six presents key findings about economic benefits. In chapter seven, a
discussion and analysis about found aspects of the constructed system is performed.
Conclusion and future work is presented in chapter eight. Analysis occurs in chapter four,
five, six and seven. Description about the constructed system is seen in Appendix 9.52.
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2

RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

This chapter will present a background of different database schemas and a theoretical
comparison between regular storage models and blockchain technology. The chapter also
treats the theoretical economic aspects between blockchain technology and regular storage
models. The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize all the different technologies leading to
the constructed system, and why the blockchain technology was perused in this master thesis.

2.1

Regular storage systems of today

To better understand the database technology that is common in systems of today, theory
about such technology is presented in this section.
Doubtlessly the most used form of data storage solution is a relational database (RDB) which
consists of tables with columns and rows (Nassehi A et al., 2006). When tables are linked,
relational structure is created. Difficulty in an ERP system may, therefore, be an
implementation of table update functionality according to the rate of changes in orders due to
customers unique demands. The high rate of change to orders and ERP data could hinder the
resources planning process, and place the ERP system into difficulties (Huin S, 2004).
Relational databases are not designed to handle change. A simple change in a relational
database like removing or replacing a column in a table might be a costly process (Tosun U,
2014). The difference between a relational database and object-oriented database (ODB) is
that instead of tables containing rows and columns, where every column has its specific name
and every row has its primary key, the object-oriented database stores the data in the form of
objects.
Object-oriented database management systems provide transparent evolution mechanisms.
These mechanisms may ease the programmers' workload by keeping the data, and objects can
freely change which could reduce development time and improve productivity (Pereira R et
al., 2017). However, ODB may alleviate the programmers' workload, but complexity may be
moved to when, e.g., troubleshooting data or performance degeneration. The third most
commonly used database system is the Object-relational database (ORD) that is a hybrid
system that offers an object-oriented approach stored in relational databases (Nassehi A et al.,
2006). There is always cons and pros with every database system, however, the ability to
handle complex data structures and make use of inheritance are some benefits ODB offers
that RDB and ORD are lacking (Waltz T, 1995). If a system is exposed to frequent change
and different type of objects stored in the same database table, an ODB system may be the
most suitable approach (Nassehi A et al., 2006).
As the study by Nessehi A et al. found for further research, is that even though object-oriented
database systems are more than capable of handling the data, the authors appreciate the
usefulness of storing XML files (Nassehi A et al., 2006). They suggest for further research in
this field may prove that the overhead in both space and computer power needed for using
XML files is less than that of an object-oriented database.
Thus, the main difference is relational (SQL) and non-relational (NoSQL) database systems.
A document-based NoSQL database system stores document in any format like XML or
JSON similar to the ODB approach. A comparison study between SQL and NoSQL by
Sánchez-de-Madariga R et al. found that relational and non-relational database system from
six different complexity growing queries, show an almost linear result. However, the rate of
growth is much higher for NoSQL (Sánchez-de-Madariga R et al., 2017). An interpretation of

the outcome of this complexity-query execution is that SQL systems become complex faster
than NoSQL systems. Also, document-based NoSQL databases perform better in concurrency
and readiness, and they conclude that document-based NoSQL databases are more appropriate
than SQL databases when database size is exceptionally high (Sánchez-de-Madariga R et al.,
2017).
A database system based on RDB is a tightly coupled system. This means that there is a single
systemwide global address space (memory) that is shared by all processors connected to the
system (Ray C, 2009). Example, if any processors write information into the global address
space, it can be shared by all other processors in the system. The opposite of a tightly coupled
system is a loosely coupled system. In those systems, processors do not share address spaces,
and each processor has its local memory (Ray C, 2009).
According to Misaki M et al., conventional systems that are tightly coupled, e.g., RDB,
cannot handle non-structural data such as graphics and documents. Moreover, there are
problems such as a limit of performance, capacity, and cost (Misaki M et al., 2016). Given the
vast amount of data (Big Data) which flows in the society of today, there is a need for
distributed database systems (Kim K, 2017). A distributed database is a database in which not
all storage devices are attached to a common CPU, just like a loosely coupled system. Each
database may be stored on multiple machines located in the same physical location or may be
dispersed over a network of interconnected computers (Ray C, 2009).
According to Ray C, an advantage in a distributed database system is the provision for sharing
information. Example, users at one site may be able to access data residing at other sites.
Another advantage is the possibility to process data at several sites simultaneously. This may
improve performance since the transactions are processed on many machines instead of
limited to one. Also, increased availability and reliability. Example, if one site is disconnected
in the distributed system, the remaining sites can continue the transactions of the disconnected
sites. This is because the data is replicated between the sites in a distributed system. However,
in a distributed database system the security aspects are considerable. All communications
between the different sites go through the network. Therefore, it is necessary to set up
encrypted links between the sites (Ray C, 2009). Problems in distributed database systems can
be how to handle replication, query frequencies, site capacities and table update costs (Tosun
U, 2014).
Another aspect of systems using databases is when two or more different systems which are
synchronized, and may have various data in their databases. Systems have varying degrees of
synchronization. The more identical the synchronizing systems are, the lower is the
maintaining cost of synchronization (Sarasola C et al., 2002). A study by Sarasola et al. shows
that the cost of complete synchronization can be zero in chaotic systems (Sarasola C et al.,
2002). Even though the study is for chaotic systems, which is complex systems where the
future is impossible to predict and not direct software systems; one can argue that their
research is applicable on different synchronizing systems as well. Thus, maintenance cost can
be zero and transaction costs are reduced when identical systems are synchronizing.
Furthermore, the cost of maintenance increases when organizations are leaving a vanilla
system for an organizational customized system with company unique functions
(Themistocleous M et al., 2001).
In systems, the synchronization and transfer of data is most commonly done towards an
application programming interface (API). An API is a set of definitions and protocols for
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building software that can handle remote requests, and manage the communication between
various software components. According to Bavota G et al., high API change-proneness may
trigger the need for frequent updates that can result in bugs. Also, the API may not preserve
its back-compatibility when a change occurs, which not only may introduce new bugs but also
affect functionality (Bavota G et al., 2015). Another popular synchronization methods are file
transfers via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

2.2

Introducing blockchain technology

Because of mentioned disadvantages, this master thesis proposes a system that mimics the
ODB, NoSQL and distributed database system approach. This because the data in a system
should be replicated and redundant, and the size of data will most likely grow rapid (Barber K
& Harfoush K, 2014). Blockchain does not use any database structure, and the data is most
commonly instead stored as objects in a file according to what Nessehi A et al. found for their
future research (Nassehi A et al., 2006). One can argue that the blockchain technology is an
implementation of the distributed database since there are many similarities.
A public blockchain is an immutable public ledger located on many decentralized nodes
maintained by a miner that verifies each transaction, and mines transactions into a block (In
the case of an ERP systems, this functionality corresponds with, e.g., adding order to the ERP
system database). Due to the order of blocks in the ledger, and each block containing the
signature of previous blocks, it is not possible to change a block and still form a valid chain
(Di Pierro M, 2017). This is illustrated in Figure 4. To insert a defective block, or modify an
existing one, every former block in the chain back to the genesis block (the first block ever
made) must also be changed. Due to the technology of blockchain, transactions become
secure since they are not possible to change. This is why there is no need for a middleman
like a bank in the bitcoin blockchain (Nofer M et al. 2017). The blockchain could be cost
saving since no third party overhead costs are required validating transactions, and the
blockchain itself instead validates the transactions (Cocco L et al. 2017).

Figure 1 - Shows how the blocks are linked in blockchain technology. This block hash is
based on the value of the entire block. Next block contains previous block hash and is why
blockchain is immutable
Even if banks or stockbrokers were to include the blockchain technology, there are some
advantages even for them. For example, the financial crisis in 2008 revealed that in the
financial services it is not always possible to identify the correct current owner of an asset.
It is also shown that retracing ownership over a more prolonged chain of changing buyers in
global financial transaction services is a significant difficulty, which can be simplified with
blockchain technology (Nofer M et al. 2017).
There are two main types of blockchain architecture, the public blockchain, and the private
blockchain. According to O’Leary D, public blockchains are decentralized, and private

blockchains are centralized. Differences between public and private blockchains are who is
allowed to participate in the network, maintain the shared ledger and access transaction
information. (O’Leary D, 2017). Private blockchains are also called Permissioned
Blockchains. “In a decentralized blockchain, such as Bitcoin, each participant generally has
the same permission. However, in a centralized blockchain, the permissions, as to what access
or views are granted, are determined by some central authority” (O’Leary D, 2017). Public
blockchains are mostly based on peer-to-peer computing. However, since there are some
limitations with a peer-to-peer approach when data should not be public available, private
blockchain are typically cloud-based with some encrypted link between the nodes (O’Leary
D, 2017). This master thesis proposes a blockchain solution that have aspects of both public
and private blockchain as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 2 - Shows the main types of blockchain and proposed system that have aspects of both
centralized and decentralized architecture
Before a new block can be added to the chain and available for every miner in the network, a
problem corresponding to the data of the block has to be solved. The answer to the problem is
called the nonce and is a consensus process for a new block. Due to this problem-solving
technology, it is a low risk of multiple blocks being created at the same time and the
formation of different chains. It is this process that consumes processor power. When the
problem is solved, the created block containing one or multiple transactions is available to be
appended to every miner in the network. Thus, every miner in the network have the same
copy of the ledger, and is the central point to why it is on the verge of impossible to temper
and modify the data in the ledger (Di Pierro M, 2017). The ledger is, therefore, a chain of
blocks, which is the origin of the name blockchain. However, at the very end of the chain,
where new blocks are added, the blocks can be faulty. Further down the chain, a block comes
the more secure it becomes. This factor is important when it comes to bitcoin transaction,
which is the current most popular working blockchain. In the bitcoin blockchain a block is
created about every ten minutes, and to be assured a transaction is successful and valid one
should wait several hours before considering the transaction safe since fraud blocks will be
detected over time (Lemieux V, 2016).
This new type of technology opens up new ways of transferring money or anything of value.
With a decentralized ledger, there is no need of maintaining trust with the transaction
counterparty (another person) or a third-party intermediary (like a bank) (Cocco L et al.
2017). The blockchain technology entails transactions of any type between all parties on a
global basis without any middlemen, and can, therefore, be cost-saving technology due to,
e.g., low transactions fees when sending money between countries. In the crypto blockchains,
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transactions occur directly even between nations, compared to the several days' transfer
window from banks of today. The blockchain technology cost factor may be the power
consumption of all the miners in the network, but with potential cost savings of 70% on
central finance reporting, the overall cost can still be lower (Cocco L et al. 2017).
However, without a middleman like a bank, no one can help if a transaction goes wrong or is
sent to the wrong receiver. Example, Bitcoin has properties of both cash and credit card.
Credit card in the way of being digital and able to purchase products or services online, but
also the disadvantages of cash. E.g., if one would to drop $20 and walks away. After realizing
her mistake, she steps back and can then not find her money again. Then one can't call the
government and ask for her money back, however with banks and credit card there is the
opportunity of reversing the transaction, which does not exist in blockchain (Luu L et al.
2016). This reversing opportunity is because of the banks own private ledger where they have
full control of to whom and how much money is sent (Cocco L et al. 2017). With blockchain,
both the sender and receiver have their unique id, and if without the knowledge of who owns
that id the sender or receiver is anonymous.
The blockchain technology can be applied in a wide range of fields, e.g., classified data
(reduce business risks by proactively detecting threats caused by data tampering or data
corruption), Internet of Things (devices like mobiles, refrigerators, autonomous vehicles, etc.
can communicate with each other and share information securely), healthcare (handling
patient data safely, always available and optimizing interactions between healthcare and
insurance companies) (Ouaddah A et al., 2016; Yue X et al., 2016).
Today's cloud model in an Internet of Things, devices are connected through a centralized
server. This makes the network vulnerable to hacking and overload attacks. If the central
server goes down, then all the nodes or devices connected to that server is disconnected and
no longer reachable (Findlay C, 2017). Blockchain can eliminate many of today's drawbacks
in the cloud network architecture with the decentralized public or private ledger, where every
device talks with each other, and do not go through a centralized server (Findlay C, 2017). It
is much easier to take down one centralized server to accomplish significant damage, then a
whole network of independent devices that are synchronizing data. To achieve damage and
alter data in the blockchain architecture, one has to take over 51% of all the networks devices
(the miners) at the same time (Yeoh P, 2017). In the Bitcoin network, there were already
about 5000 miners in 2014 (Wang L & Liu Y, 2015), so a takeover of 51% can be considered
on the verge of impossible. Note that in blockchain technology, a takedown (node is
disconnected from the network) of several miners does not do any damage, since all the other
miners already have an exact copy of the ledger. One has to take over 51% of the miner nodes
to be able to alter the chain.
There are some technical challenges related to the blockchain technology that have been
identified. One central challenge with the underlying Bitcoin technology is how to scale up
from the maximum current limit of 7 transactions per second, in contrast to the VISA credit
card processing network, which handles about 2,000 transactions per second (Cocco L et al.,
2017). Some other issues are, e.g., as mentioned earlier the latency, that it takes about 10
minutes to process a transaction and validate a block in the bitcoin blockchain. In Ethereum
blockchain, the creation of new blocks is about every 15 seconds. The size and bandwidth,
e.g., that the Blockchain of Bitcoin was in 2015, 25 GB. Thus, it already takes a great time to
download. For example, if the throughput were to increase to VISA standards, would then

result in about 1,4 TeraByte size growth per year, and is then a massive amount of data that
has to be transferred over the bandwidth (Swan M, 2015).
The Bitcoin community calls the size problem, the "bloat". In terms of the big data era, this
data could be compressed, whereas the blockchain cannot for security and accessibility
reasons (Swan M, 2015). According to Swan M, perhaps this is an opportunity to innovate
new kinds of compression algorithms that would make the blockchain still usable and storable
while retaining its integrity and accessibility. The industry is currently figuring out the
amount of hardware performance (to make algorithms faster), cryptography and mathematics
expertise a blockchain startup should have. In that way, the blockchain industry’s
development can advance, without every new business having to reinvent the wheel of this
technology when trying to improve it (Swan M, 2015).
However, one of the most significant concerns regarding the blockchain technology is the
public's perception. For example, in Bitcoin, there are the dark net's money-laundering, drugrelated, and other illegal activities. Both Bitcoin and Blockchain are neutral but can be used
for both good and evil. In the future, Blockchain models need to be improved so innovative
solutions for better safeguards and easier distinguish between good and bad players can be
implemented (Paech P, 2017). How government regulation unfolds could be one of the most
significant factors in whether the blockchain industry will flourish into a mature and
mainstream technology for transferring objects of value (Paech P, 2017). This master thesis
focuses on implementation of blockchain in ERP system.

2.3

Extensions to a regular blockchain system

There is also an aspect in a regular blockchain solution which may reduce the interest in this
technology. The aspect is that the data in a regular blockchain solution is public for everyone
to read. Since the data cannot link to a specific receiver or sender, the data can to some level
be considered anonymous. However, if knowledge of the receiver or the senders anonymous
and public id, then it is possible to retract all their transactions. Since companies are not
interested in their orders and other data added to the ledger being public available since
competitors could get advantages (O’Leary D, 2017), this master thesis proposes to encrypt
the transactions in the ledger. This master thesis proposes an encryption method based on
Zero-Knowledge Proof technology (Martín-Fernández F et al., 2016), where sender, recipient,
and value are encrypted. With this technology, the transactions will only be possible to
decrypt if a proof corresponds with a signature used to encrypt the transaction. Zero
knowledge proof technology is a lightweight cryptographic algorithm (Martín-Fernández F,
2016) and also considered to be secure (Chain K, 2017). One can argue that Zero-Knowledge
Proof technology is more efficient and secure then, e.g., decrypting every transaction and
looking for a text string to determine correct secret.
The concept of Zero-Knowledge Proof technology is described in the following example;
Alice gives two socks to Bob so that he holds one in each hand. Bob then puts both hands
behind his back. Next step he does is to either switches the socks between his hands or leaves
them be. The probability of hem switching or leaving is 50%. After that, he brings the socks
out from behind his back. Alice now has to guess whether or not Bob switched the socks
behind his back. If the socks had the same colors, Alice can, of course, say with certainty
whether or not Bob switched the socks. On the other hand, if the socks were the same color
and indistinguishable, there is no way Alice could guess correctly with probability higher than
50%. If Alice and Bob repeat this "proof" n number of times with a large n, and Alice guesses
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correctly every time even though the socks are indistinguishable, Bob will be convinced that
the socks indeed have different colors. If the “proof” was repeated, e.g., 40 times, the
probability that Alice would have succeeded at identifying all the switch/non-switches of
indistinguishable socks is at most ½"# ≈ 9 ∗ 10)*+ . Hence, a very low probability.
Furthermore, the proof is zero-knowledge because Bob never learns which socks have what
color. Thus, Bob does not know the colors of the socks, but he knows if he has switched them
or not. If Alice succeeds in guessing correctly every time, Bob becomes convinced that Alice
actually knows how to distinguish the socks and will then grant Alice authentication.
In a conventional blockchain architecture, the miners should be placed on the computer's hard
drive to obtain the private and public key. This blockchain architecture is not proper if users
would like to access their account from different computers since their public key is not
possible to transfer between computers to authenticate a user from different locations and
machines. Also, in the case of ERP systems, the future of ERP system is towards mobile
platforms for adopting new age enterprise mobile applications with the flexible user
experience (Kalaimani J, 2016). Thus, mobile accessibility is probably the future of ERP
system, and such system could also ease the authentication if, e.g., incorporating a token
handler (Lee S et al. 2017). According to Lee S et al., devices can have safer access to
services through the token provided. From the OAuth provider, a token is released to improve
its reliability and security with a high degree of privacy. Furthermore, the token is valid only
within a period of time and thereby lowering the devices’ risk of being hacked (Lee S et al.
2017). The constructed blockchain systems incorporate both zero-knowledge technology for
encrypted transactions, and OAuth support for authentication mechanisms.

2.4

Economical aspects of the storage systems

This section will treat economic benefits and challenges with blockchain technology and
regular storage systems of today. Regarding the challenges, there is always an interest for
companies to find more cost-effective solutions. This is why there is a need to study new
technology, and determine if such technology could contribute to reducing company costs.
In the case of ERP systems, that are commercial software packages for enabling transactions
of business data and organizational processes control. Because these systems touch so many
aspects of a company’s internal and external operations, their existence is critical to
organizational performance and survival (Markus M et al., 2000).
According to Ng C et al., in the nineties, sales of ERP system saw dramatic growth. Today,
many companies are dependent on an ERP system for their daily operations to be functional.
Companies have spent immense amounts of capital in software maintenance costs during the
last decade, and they are often focused on the initial ERP system investment. Thus,
companies are paying relatively little attention to lifecycle costs of maintenance and upgrades.
Post-implementation costs can be 70% of the total software cost (Ng C et al. 2002). It is also
identified that over-selling current static technology coupled with an underestimation of
organizational changes is a cause of failure (Everett C, 2002). Organizational changes are
essential to becoming customer-centric which is crucial for company survival.
According to Bryjolfsson E and Hitt L, productivity growth depends both on technological
innovation and on the organizational changes enabled by technological innovation.
Investment of computerization in the short run contributes to output growth but not in
productivity growth. Over longer time horizons between 3 and seven years, is when

productivity growth is shown (Brynjolfsson E & Hitt L, 2003). This means that when
organizations invest in new IT technology, there is a decrease in productivity in the short run.
Organizations must quickly adopt the new technology, or an outcome can be significant
organizational costs. An ERP system that can easily adapt to organizational change is
therefore of vital interest to reduce maintenance and upgrades costs.
The above mentioned economic aspect is for processes that are organization internal. These
aspects can be defined as internal transaction costs, which are costs associated with managing
companies (Hansen Henten A & Windekilde I, 2016). According to Williamson O,
transaction costs can be used to explain different behaviors in a company. Transaction costs
include not only costs associated with an exchange of goods or services, but also the day to
day interactions. He developed a framework for understanding transaction costs. Factors that
create transaction costs are rationality, uncertainty, opportunism, asset specificity, and
transaction frequency (Williamson O, 1981). “The fact that there is uncertainty in markets and
that all economic agents have bounded rationality and act opportunistically, and that assets to
a large extent are specific and that transactions may take place more or less frequently will
create transaction costs.” (Hansen Henten A & Windekilde I, 2016).
However, there is also a vital interest in reducing the costs associated with departments and
external companies. External transaction costs are powerful since they lead to the
establishment and growth of companies (Hansen Henten A & Windekilde I, 2016). Thus, are
the external transaction costs higher than the internal transaction costs, the company will
grow. Company structures that have better transaction cost will eventually displace those that
have worse (Williamson O, 1981). Since an ERP system is expected to maintain accurate and
accessible databases not only company internal but also with other companies, external
transaction costs can be processes to reduce administrative search and communications
overhead costs (Poston R & Grabski S, 2001). Thus, maintaining and building new software
is an incentive for reducing and gaining better transaction costs.

Figure 3 - Shows where external and internal transaction costs occur
Comparing blockchain and regular storage systems of today, we can see that blockchain
system consumes significantly more computational overhead than relational database systems
(Wang Y & Kogan A, 2018). Also, according to Chen S et al, the maximum data volume in a
single transaction of blockchain was 1/10 of RDB systems. In blockchain, the time spent on
processing a single transaction was 80-2000 times as much as RDB systems (Chen S et al.
2018). Thus, blockchain do not have the RDB systems performance aspects. Furthermore,
costs such as hardware, bandwith and electricity is lower with RDB. To guarantee
irreversibility and tamper resistance, blockchain need to sacrifice computational resources and
runtime efficiency (Wang Y & Kogan A, 2018). Therefore, blockchain may not suite every
type of use case. A proper use case for a blockchain application is one where data must be
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immutable. Furthermore, there may be an enormous need of a database system that have one
truth and is highly tamper resistant.

2.5

Interesting blockchain application use case

In this section, arguments to an interesting use case for a blockchain application is provided.
This master thesis proposes to develop a blockchain system intended for ERP systems. Below
are motivations to why ERP was perused, and why the importance of extensions to a regular
blockchain system.
Blockchain technology has vast potential to take over the current form of transferring any
object of value and reduce transaction costs. Potential of transaction cost reduction is because
of, i.a., decreasing communications overhead costs (Poston R & Grabski S, 2001). The
advantages of a decentralized and secure ledger where transaction history is kept, without the
need for trust, could undoubtedly contribute to a more sustainable society. Especially now
that society is approaching the Internet of Things era where every device should
communicate. However, there are still some pitfalls with this new technology that has to be
solved, before the blockchain technology can be considered the mainstream form of
transactions. Since there are aspects of blockchain that may not solve problems in every type
of business processes, and a blockchain application is suitable when there should be one truth.
Therefore, this master thesis has identified ERP systems to be a good fit. At the master thesis
company, a problem with synchronizing databases for ERP systems is found. This is why this
master thesis proposes a blockchain approach for an ERP system.
The focus problem of this master thesis is when the data in the ERP databases do not
correspond with different companies, so, the proposed system suggests a blockchain
approach. This is because blockchain may contribute to making the individual and
synchronized ERP system gain better maintenance costs. Blockchain is an immutable data
storing technology based on the advantages seen in a distributed database system. Thus, the
high availability and reliability aspects.
The main types of blockchain architecture is a private or a public blockchain. As mentioned,
public blockchains are decentralized, and private blockchains are centralized. A public
blockchain enables visibility of each transaction and provides assurance that the transaction
was completed (O'Leary D, 2017). This is favorable when multiple and different firms are
appending transactions to the same blockchain. However, the data in a public blockchain are
available to the public and competitors could thereby get advantages (O'Leary D, 2017). In a
private blockchain, the company or group have full control of who maintains the blockchain
and who have permissions to append transactions to the blockchain. A private blockchain
could in its turn increase the network configuration overhead when multiple firms should be
connected to the same blockchain. To provide a solution that is not limited by what type of
blockchain architecture, and is functional on both a private (cloud-based) and public (peer-topeer) architecture (O’Leary D, 2017), proposed is to extend the public blockchain with
technology such as Zero-Knowledge Proof and centralized token handling. Zero-Knowledge
Proof technology encrypts the transactions in the Blockchain. Thus, the value object, sender
id, and recipient id are entirely anonymous.
Token handling functionality is necessary for only valid and authorized users to encrypt and
decrypt Zero-Knowledge Proof transactions and add transactions to the blockchain. A
blockchain approach with proposed extensions may decrease the structural complexity and

maintenance costs without compromising the security of an ERP system. However, the
underlying technology of blockchain has some aspects that may not be proper for every type
of system. Example, when a transaction is created, the block is not instantly appended to the
chain. It takes time to solve the problem needed to create a block and validate every former
block until the first block ever made before the block is appended to the chain. However,
order creation for an ERP system, the necessity of instant chain appending may not be of the
same dignity.
ERP software is essential to keep track of relationship and status with customers, third-party
partners, and company partners. Since organizations usually are customer oriented and strive
continuously for high customer satisfaction, the data in an ERP database is therefore of vital
importance to keep different companies, departments, managers, and employees in
organizations up to date regarding their business environment. A public or private blockchain
approach with proposed extensions may decrease the structural complexity and increase the
understandability of the software architecture of an ERP system.
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3

METHOD

This chapter provides argumentation as to why the selected methods were used and how data
were collected and analyzed.

3.1

Methodology

The first step in the first method to determine if there are economic advantages with
blockchain technology compared to relational databases is to test the own built system. The
own built system is based on blockchain technology and encrypted transactions. The test is to
determine that the constructed system is functional and could be used in a production
environment. Thus, that the constructed system can read and write correct data formats that fit
the test environment of the master thesis company’s ERP software system.
The second step in the first method is to estimate the number of relational based databases
that hold the same data concerning the commission handling in the entire master thesis
company’s ERP system. From that estimation, a study regarding economic benefits between
the blockchain solution and the current solution will be conducted. The estimation is based on
feedback from the system owner and maintainers.
The constructed system was simulated in a real case scenario and compared to a current ERP
system that the master thesis company is maintaining. Furthermore, scenarios regarding the
commission handling system was simulated. According to Davis J et al., simulation is
effective when experimentation should prove a theory. Theory development begins with one
or several theoretical ideas. The ideas are represented in computer software, explored through
computational experimentation and verified by testing (Davis J et al., 2007). In addition to the
constructed system, a case study approach was selected to, i.a., study if the constructed
system could be a solution to the identified synchronizing database problem. Thus, the second
method was a case study at multiple IT-organizations to get a perception from the industry
about a blockchain application. Also, to study the importance of reliable data that do not
differ between databases.
This master thesis wants to find if a blockchain architecture that has aspects of both public
and private blockchain architecture can increase the understandability, and therefore decrease
debugging and maintenance costs. This master thesis proposes a blockchain architecture that
is based on encrypted transactions. To test the constructed system, Black Box Testing (BBT)
was conducted. BBT is also called functional testing, and the main focus is testing of the
functionality of the system as a whole. BBT does not take into account the internal
mechanisms of a system and entirely focuses on the generated output in response to the input
(Kaur K et al., 2014). According to Nidhra S and Dondeti J, BBT is often used for validation
and testing if the right software is built. If the need to verify that the software was build right,
then the White Box testing is often used (Nidhra S & Dondeti J, 2012). This master thesis
does not want to verify that the software was built correctly, but instead test and validate that
the system is constructed right with correct components for a functional system. This is why
BBT was selected.
Due to the exploratory nature of this master thesis, the case study method was also used as it
provides an understanding of the context of the research and the processes engaged when
multiple systems are synchronizing (Eisenhardt K & Graebner M, 2007). The method is
preferable when asking questions like “how” and “why” (Yin R, 2017). Case study research
examines the context of companies to in-depth understand “how” different companies
conduct system synchronizing processes of the same data, and “why” do they need a more

cost-effective system for handling synchronizing activities (Greasley A & Wang Y, 2017; Yin
R, 2017). To compare the different responses from multiple companies, a multi-site study of
companies in Sweden was conducted (Greasley A & Wang Y, 2017). This country was
chosen due to the best possibilities for data gathering.
In this master thesis, two methods were used to validate, and study aspects of the constructed
system. This master thesis argues that the combination of the methods is necessary for not
missing relevant data and validating the constructed system. If only the case study method
were used, there would be no proof that the constructed system is applicable in a real case
scenario. If only the simulation method were used, there would be no discussion about
companies perception and what potential problem constructed system could solve. The
companies act as industry validators of the constructed system.
According to Golafshani N, the aim in research is to engage probes for more in-depth
understanding rather than examining surface features. Therefore, to acquire valid and reliable
data, multiples methods of data gathering are in order (Golafshani N, 2003). This satisfies the
usage of multiple qualitative methods to obtain a deeper understanding of the research.

3.2

Data collection

Collection of data from the simulation was acquired by tests of the constructed system. 17
tests of the constructed system were performed. If a test was successful, and the functionality
meets functionality in the current ERP system module, that data was documented and
analyzed. In addition to collecting data through tests of the constructed system, this master
thesis adopted semi-structured interviews for each interview session. The execution of the
meetings was in first hand performed by face-to-face interviews and where the respondent
geographically not near, then in second hand by video link. Every participant agreed on
participating in an interview session and to be recorded. A semi-structured interview has
proved to be both versatile and flexible data collection method when following a topic guide
(Kallio H et al. 2016). Thus, the data collection technique was flexible enough for the
respondents to answer in their own words about their perception of, i.a., synchronization
problem in their specific company, and still staying on topic. The result of this approach is
that the respondents feel comfortable in the conversational environment (Greasley A & Wang
Y, 2017).
The interview topics concerned the company background, the interviewees' background, their
general experience maintaining and debugging modified systems, their experience when
different systems should synchronize, effort needed when the data do not correspond,
implementation of new module effort, cost estimation implementing a blockchain, what
content should be stored in a blockchain, what type of blockchain architecture would suit their
needs, security aspects and is encrypted transactions necessary. These topics were selected to
cover the synchronization problem of the cases and if a blockchain solution would suit their
needs. If there was an area of potential blockchain implementation, then what blockchain
architecture would be proper. The interviewees' works with software development and/or
software architecture and most of the interviewee have at least 20 years of experience in the
IT industry. The idea of a case study is to become familiar with each case as a stand-alone
entity. In addition to the case study and data collected through tests of the constructed system,
literature was used to reinforce various arguments.
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The case study was conducted at seven established IT-organizations. Four smaller companies,
two larger companies, and one government agency. In this master thesis, a large organization
is determined by the number of employees at the local branch. If the local branch has more
than 100 employees, then it is considered a large. The developed ET blockchain was
demonstrated before the interview session to increase the knowledge about the constructed
system based on blockchain and encrypted transactions. The IT-organizations was chosen
depending on the knowledge of blockchain technology of approached employee. They knew
at least the concept of blockchain technology and how it works. Without this criteria, the
collected data for the case study would not contribute to credibility nor encourage interesting
discussions.

3.3

Data analysis

Within case study analysis is a cross-case search for patterns process (Eisenhardt K, 1989).
The approach for pattern searching is first to become familiar with each case and then conduct
a cross-case analysis which looks for patterns that categories the cases into groups based on
similarities coupled with intergroup differences. Thus, the first stage of data analysis is to
review each case and underline similarities and differences, which are presented in the form
of themes. The second data analysis stage is a synthesis process that takes into account the
key findings across all cases (Greasley A & Wang Y 2017; Yin R, 2017), and the findings
collected during the testing process of the constructed system.
Data analysis of the constructed system was in the form of analyzing the data acquired from
the testing. The tests were analyzed to validate functionality and determine if the comparison
between the constructed system and ERP system module meet the same functionality. Due to
the constructed system, findings of the problems from the case study could be considered.
Furthermore, potential solutions provided by the constructed system was presented.

3.4

The quality of the research

According to Bryman A & Bell E, qualitative research data should not only be evaluated by
validity and reliability (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011). Therefore, the data in this study is
reviewed by four aspects; credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.

3.4.1

Credibility

Credibility is about how believable are the findings (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011). High
credibility can be achieved in the case study due to the interviewees in most cases have
extensive work experience. There is one case where the interviewee has two years of work
experience, and the other has at least 20 years of individual work experience. Their vast
empirical knowledge and sufficient knowledge regarding blockchain technology satisfies
credibility.

3.4.2

Transferability

Transferability is about if the findings apply to other contexts (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011).
The results of this study have high possibilities to be applicable in different contexts. The
research area is of general interest as many software systems today have become complex
over time. This applies especially to large-scale software systems, which initially was not
created with a focus on flexibility. Functionality have been incrementally implemented to
systems over time which is a cause of the complexity. When converting old and complex

systems to modern syntax and software architecture, a blockchain approach could be
applicable in some areas. The study highlighted advantages and disadvantages of blockchain
technology and the constructed system. The highlights can be of interest for future research.

3.4.3

Dependability

Dependability is about if the findings are likely to apply other times and consistent with the
collected raw data (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011). The findings are based on data from empirical
knowledge in the form of a case study and a comparison study. Regarding the empirical
study, the possibility for unique combinations due to influencing factors is present. The
findings from the case study may, therefore, differ if similar research was conducted. The data
from the case studies were gathered by a semi-structured interview and followed a topic
guide. The result of this was that the participants felt comfortable in the environment which
emphasized answers based on empirical knowledge.
The comparison was between a constructed system based on blockchain technology with
encrypted transactions, and an ERP system module maintained by CGI. The findings in the
comparison study may also differ since systems are unique. The ERP system module is not
generic, and similar systems will have different software architecture since the ERP module
has evolved by the same team for about 20 years. However, the case study and comparison
results would, nevertheless, be possible to use if similar research was conducted.

3.4.4

Confirmability

Confirmability is about if the values were allowed to intrude to a high degree (Bryman A &
Bell E, 2011). Thus, the findings of this study are based on the interviewees' narratives and
words rather than researcher biases. The data collection is derived from personal values, and
the risk of biases exists. However, actions were made to decrease biases by not asking leading
supplementary questions, and objectivity was considered to a possible extent. The successful
testing of the constructed system and matching functionality with ERP system module
maintained by CGI have contributed in confirmability.

3.5

Bias of the data collection

The validity and reliability of data collection are considered high due to the participants' vast
empirical knowledge. However, the risk of bias exists in all components of qualitative
research. Acquiescence bias, also known as the "yes-saying" occurs when a respondent is
positive about a presented question (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011). Since the guideline topics
contained blockchain technology, which is a new technology where the respondent do not
know every advantage and disadvantage of the technology, acquiescence bias may have
occurred. However, since the respondents mostly have extensive working experience, were
experienced and mature, one can argue that they responded with their exact thought.
Consequently, they did not just say "yes" if they had no empirical rooted answer. If the
respondents did not have a perception of a question, they said so. Therefore, the acquiescence
bias can be considered low.
Social desirability bias occurs when respondents answer in a way that they think will be
accepted and liked (Bryman A & Bell E, 2011). Thus, respondents present themselves or the
company in the best possible light. Since the interviews were anonymous, this type of bias is
considered to be low. However, if there was an answer that could be due to this type of bias,
referment to other cases where the problem in question could be a possibility was presented.
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Overall, the climate of the interview session contributed to honest and empirical rooted
answers. Every respondent has some interest in the blockchain technology which contributed
to interesting discussions without fatigue.
Confirmation bias is one of the most common biases. Confirmation bias occurs when
information from respondents is used to confirm a researchers hypothesis and belief while
dismissing evidence that does not support a hypothesis (Robin M & Schrag J, 1999). Due to
the method of semi-structured interviews, the respondents answered in their own words and
talked about each topic. Thus, there was not just an answer to a question where the risk of
missing aspects to the question may be higher. The summaries of every case study are
confirmed by every participant, which satisfies the validity of the collected data. Also,
objectivity was the main focus regarding data collection from the functional tests and
comparison process of the constructed system and current ERP system module. Thus, no
conclusions were taken without support from the findings.

4

PERCEPTION OF THE INDUSTRY

This chapter contains summaries of each interview session. The interviews were data
collection for the case study. The interviews was transcript and summarized. Each interview
summary was approved and validated by the participants. The summarizes are seen in
Appendix 9.25-9.31. Analysis of the data collected is presented in the form of themes. Each
theme contains a section covering similarities and differences of the findings from the cases.
The themes are synchronization problem, encrypted transactions, implementation of a
blockchain solution and understandability. The themes was selected since they are recurring
in the case study, and also is considered to provide a satisfying understanding of the industries
perception of the constructed blockchain system and blockchain technology overall.
Appendix 9.53 provide explanation about some of the terms and data used in this chapter.

4.1

Synchronization problem

This section will present identified problems found in each case.

Case A

Communications between clients and systems. Multiple systems are involved
that not always are on the same network and every customer has their individual
pricing. The system has to provision data to different target systems depending
on the type of input data. Input data from different switches have to be handled
since the data type may differ, and system have individual data transfer
protocols and are written in different language syntax. There are human factors
with network configuration, and it is often because of a lousy setup when
problems arise. Data between different systems may differ and is then a complex
debugging process. The more step one have to take, and the more people that
cannot see the same things, the harder is the debugging process.

Case B

Since it is a significant amount of data from multiple requests that each have
individual destinations, some request should go directly through the filter
module to the application, some requests should be converted to another object
type, and some requests should be sent with authentication. The data in the
request may be faulty, and some parameters may be missing. There are multiple
systems and one company do not own every module in the systems, it is not
always easy to find where the problem lies. Most problems occur in
communication between different companies.

Case C

This case develops software in-house and rarely experience synchronization
problems in their development. Their development is in synchronization with
external systems. However, the participants’ have in other project experienced
when there is a problem with larger, complex and synchronizing software; it is a
troublesome debugging process.

Case D

In a cluster, it is common that a node is disconnected. A goal is to have such
redundancy that 25% of all nodes can be disconnected without affecting the
system. In entirely most of the cases, it is a software bug that triggers the
disconnection of a node.

Case E

Synchronizing system problems for this case are rarely seen. When problem
may occur, it is often because of modifications to the REST API. An example is
when the object type has changed, and all endpoints have not been modified
according to the updated object type.
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Case F

Synchronization problem for this case is not possible to determine. This case is
currently transforming an old and complex system into a microservice platform.
Since the microservice transformation have not yet fully reached production, it
is hard for the participant to determine if synchronization problems are common
for the microservices. The participant argues that when the module is built, and
successful testing have been done, then the links between the microservices are
set, and faults rarely occur. However, the participant have experienced in other
projects that customers have company-specific needs which increase the risk of
bugs and synchronization problems.

Case G

In all systems, there are continuous changes to the requirements. The parameters
of an object may change and then it is vital for the new object type to be still
compatible with the systems. If a system containing 10 – 100 microservices it
contributes in a larger structure and is then harder to understand compared to a
system containing two microservices. With a large microservice structure, it is
harder to keep the services isolated resulting in higher rate of crosscuts. The
biggest problem is that the data in a blockchain solution should be consistent
and if the object type is changed, the object type of historical transactions cannot
be changed since it is immutable.

4.1.1

Similarities and differences

Every case have some synchronization problem or have experienced such problem. When the
case do not control every part of a system, the risk for synchronization problem is increased.
Some cases argue that the format of the object type sent by the requests is the big issue and
some that it is human configuration errors.

4.2

Encrypted transactions

This section will present the cases perception of encrypted transactions.
Case A

The participant thinks that data in an ERP system based on blockchain should
always be encrypted and at the same time available. Even if the data is
encrypted, there is always a chance of the data being hacked. An encrypted
transactions blockchain should probably not contain information that is very
company secret and, e.g., customer orders could be a proper content to store in
an ET Blockchain.

Case B

The participant would prefer the data to be encrypted both in public and private
blockchain architecture. There would probably be a need for some type of
authentication where, e.g., the system administrator can read all data and
employees are limited to only read according to his or her privileges. Systems
that share the same data could be appropriate for an encrypted transaction
blockchain.

Case C

Encrypted transaction will be needed if a blockchain solution for an ERP system
ever was to be created. Personal information should not be stored in a public
immutable system.

Case D

Blockchain system based on encrypted transactions will always need some
authentication mechanism. The participant thinks that a proper type of content to
be stored in a blockchain is technical transactions, e.g., orders, configuration
changes or sensitive data packages that could be divided into blocks with full
traceability. Personal information should not be stored in a blockchain.

Case E

In a regular private blockchain, all data in the blockchain is available to read.
Even if the data is in a private blockchain, there is always a risk of data leakage.
It is devastating if data would be leaked and a need for an encrypted transaction
system in a private blockchain seems necessary. Some authentication is always
needed since the need for log containing who has done what and when. A
solution could be to have some transactions that are less sensitive not encrypted
and sensitive transactions encrypted. For the Swedish government agency, e.g.,
all employees should not have access to read all data in the blockchain and
trusted systems should be able to read every transaction about the citizen. A
solution around encrypting data in the private blockchain with some
authentication process for appending data and decrypting data would be needed
if a blockchain was to be implemented in this case.

Case F

The participant thinks that even if the blockchain is on an internal network, there
is always a need for encrypting the data in the chain. There should probably be
some authentication leading to only valid users with the correct privileges can
read the data. Fetching and following the flow of activities for a specific
customer could be a scenario where blockchain could ease the log handling
since the flow of log activities could be easier to retrace.

Case G
solutions.

Encrypted transaction would be needed on both private and public blockchain

4.2.1

Similarities and differences

Every case agree on encrypted transaction is needed in a non-crypto blockchain solution.
Technical transactions such as orders and logs could be a proper content for a blockchain
solution. Some cases proposes that some transaction could be non-encrypted together with
encrypted transactions in the same chain. Sensitive data should always be encrypted in both a
public and a private blockchain.

4.3

Implementation of a blockchain solution

This section will present the cases perception of implementation process and difficulties that
may occur.
Case A

Public blockchain system with encrypted transactions would probably be easier
to implement than a private blockchain. The participant thinks that a blockchain
solution would be easier to implement in a smaller company then larger
company since smaller organizations probably have easier and faster adoption
processes. However, he believes the main argument is how many different
systems on individual networks that are communicating could be the leverage
for implementing a blockchain system.
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Case B

If a blockchain solution were to be implemented, it would probably be easier to
achieve a blockchain in a smaller company then a larger company. The decision
process in larger companies is enormous and making decisions can take time.
The participant thinks it would be hard to sell such system to the larger
companies. Larger companies often use well-proven systems and can be difficult
to motivate why blockchain solution would be better. The participant thinks that
blockchain is a hyped concept and the knowledge of how it works and trust that
it works is still low.

Case C

In a small and narrow implementation then a blockchain solution could be a
great approach, but when the data size becomes more prominent, it is then the
problems are shown. There are challenges with blockchain technology that
needs to be solved before becoming a mainstream implementation strategy.
However, since there are a low number of people that understand blockchain, a
blockchain implementation will be hard to realize. The participants’ thinks that
the decision making regarding software implementation is as much about good
IT-solutions as it is about persuading techniques. In larger companies, there is
often a leader with power and if that person gets convinced to begin a
transformation process and the approach is the best for the company, then the
cost of implementation is less important. Large companies usually have big
economic muscles, and if a leading person gets convinced, then it is generally
done. However, developing and implementation process is probably easier in
smaller companies since it is less troublesome to agree on a design.

Case D

The participant thinks that the most crucial aspect if a company was to
implement a blockchain solution, is knowledge of who owes the blockchain.
The participant thinks that there always should be an independent party that is
responsible for a public and distributed blockchain. The participant thinks that
smaller companies have easier to implement newer technologies.
Implementation of a blockchain solution would, therefore, be easier in smaller
companies compared to larger companies. However, large companies would
probably have greater benefits than smaller companies of a blockchain solution.
The participant sees a clear point with blockchain on what the technology is
good at. One has to find smart implementation areas that do not mind the
disadvantages of the blockchain technology.

Case E

An application of an ET blockchain could maybe be between government
institution. However, the law of Sweden may prevent sharing information in
such fashion. Also, it is a significant security process when fetching data from
external endpoints. Thus, a public blockchain would not be appropriate.
However, an ET blockchain on the internal network for this case would instead
be a candidate for an application area.

Case F

Often when it comes to a decision regarding IT-architecture, the hard part is to
agree. Example, in some legacy systems there can be three modules that have
about the same functionality. Then it can be hard to agree on how the
microservice will be constructed. Implementing and developing the
microservice is easy, and the difficulty is to agree and collaborate. The
agreement process is probably easier in a smaller company.

Case G

4.3.1

The participant thinks that there may be internal use cases for an ET Blockchain.
He thinks it must be a high demand on the integrity of the data in a blockchain
solution. Use cases where the data should be traceable and hard to manipulate
may be a proper application area.

Similarities and differences

Every case agree on that the implementation process will be easier in a smaller company.
However, the decision to start implementing a blockchain solution would be harder in a larger
company. Some cases argue that decision making regarding software implementation is as
much about good IT-solutions as it is about persuading techniques. Overall, the big obstacle is
the low knowledge of the blockchain technology that will hinder the implementation process.
One case thinks that the most crucial aspect if a company was to implement a blockchain
solution, is knowledge of who owes the blockchain. The participant thinks that there always
should be an independent party that is responsible for a public and distributed blockchain.

4.4

Understandability

This section will present the cases perception of understandability for an ET Blockchain
solution.
Case A

Debugging synchronizing systems can quickly become a costly process,
especially when no one knows where the bug is. A unified database that
contains data that cannot be changed would be an advantage regarding
debugging process. The participant thinks that a solution with encrypted
transactions on a public network could decrease the complexity and increase the
understandability, especially if there are multiple clients outside the company’s
ERP system network. The more client outside a network, the more advantage
would an ET blockchain become.

Case B

The participant thinks that when there are multiple systems on a different
network, an ET blockchain with public miners could be an approach. The
participant initially does not think an ET blockchain system would make a
software architecture more understandable, however, in the long term the
participant believes it will if he understands the system. The centralized
approach to accessing data from the same target would however probably make
the system more understandable.

Case C

Because of peoples lacking knowledge of blockchain is why the participants’
perception if a blockchain system based on encrypted transactions can
contribute in a more understandable software architecture is no. However, in the
long run, if peoples knowledge increases, an encrypted transaction blockchain
system could compare to an old and complex system result in a more
understandable software architecture. Implementation of blockchain could
contribute to the reliability of the data. A system based on blockchain is by
definition accessible and reliable from the nature of blockchain technology.

Case D

The participant thinks that a blockchain solution based on encrypted transactions
would make the software architecture more understandable. However, the hard
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part will be to unite companies on one unified and standardized blockchain
solution.
Case E

A private blockchain would be an opportunity in their case since all the citizens'
activities could be stored to the same blockchain and a whole image about a
citizen could be more accessible. The IT-infrastructure would also be less
complex. Different network internal systems could look directly towards the
blockchain. A public blockchain would not be appropriate for this case since
security is of main concern.

Case F

The participant thinks a public blockchain with encrypted transactions is an
interesting concept and his empirical knowledge say it is doable and would
probably make the system software architecture more understandable.
Requesting data from one place instead of from multiple legacy systems would
also help.

Case G

The participant does not think a centralized approach makes any differences. If a
system is constructed from scratch, the newer system will always look easier
compared to a system that has aggregated changes over a ten year period.
According to the participant, choice of technology does not affect the
understandability in the long term. An ET blockchain provides a centralized
database approach with information that different systems could “by in”
towards. It is a bit of this methodology that microservices once emerged. For
most part, microservices usually have their database. The ET blockchain may be
an anti-pattern compared to microservice since multiple systems with different
object type can append transactions to the same blockchain solution. There is a
possibility to protect against the small things, like trying to parse each object to
find the correct type. However, it is at the top system level where it will be hard
to prove that the system is still correct.

4.4.1

Similarities and differences

Some cases agree on that the understandability will increase with an ET blockchain solution
and some do not think so. Some cases appreciate the aspect of a centralized approach to get
data, and the concept of “one truth” since the data is immutable. One case argue that it will be
hard to prove if the system is correct at a top level view since the object type could change
with time, and historical transactions cannot change in an immutable data storage solution.

5

TESTING OF CONSTRUCTED SYSTEM

In this chapter, testing of the constructed system is provided to show that constructed system
fulfills the same functionality as a CGI ERP system module (CEM). Also, to show that the
constructed system could be used in a production environment. The comparison arguments
are supported by a maintainer of the CEM. Documentation and description about the
constructed system can be seen in Appendix 9.52.

5.1

Description of CGI ERP system

Since components and owner of the CGI ERP system should be anonymous, below is a
general description about the system.
A Customer and Billing system (CABS) was created for a major telecom company around the
year 1980. The year 2009, there was a decision to replace customer and subscription
functionality with a new module since the system became hard to maintain. This module is in
this master thesis called CEM. When the ERP system initially was created, it was not
designed to be flexible, and new functionality has been added on top of the system over the
years. This has resulted in a complex system with many data adapters to enable new
functionality and still being compatible with previous versions of the system. Also, a result is
new communication links between different layers for the same functionality. The major
telecom company owes the ERP system and containing modules. There have been several
different companies maintaining the CEM and the current maintainer is CGI.
CEM receives orders from agents, where the agents costumers has bought, changed or deleted
a mobile subscription. The CEM in its turn send the proper information to other systems to,
e.g., activate SMS or MMS for a mobile subscription. CEM contains multiple adapters to
process data and is synchronizing with other systems. The CEM is synchronizing with, i.a,
subsystems for commission handling, provision handling and performs changes to a relational
database containing customer information when orders are received. Below is a figure
illustrating the complexity of the ERP system. However, many of the adapters present in the
CEM, like batch installation of mobile subscriptions to activate, e.g., SMS, email verification
to agents and trigger SMS messaging functionality is left out, since constructed system is not
designed to handle every aspect of the CEM. Also, this contributes to a valid comparison
between CEM and constructed system. The adapters seen in Figure 6 is described in
Appendix 9.32.

Figure 4 - A view over some of the adapters in the ERP system
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5.2

Comparing functionality

In this chapter main functionalities is compared between constructed ERP system based on
blockchain, Encrypted Transaction Blockchain (ETB) and the CGI ERP module (CEM). The
comparison is for the functionality regarding new customer installation between the two
systems, furthermore, to determine commission for the retailers (agents) of mobile
subscriptions. Thus, the functionality comparison is focused on the commission handling
between the two system. Together with CEM maintainers, main functionality regarding
commission handling is listed below. The data scheme for the customer installation that an
agent should receive commission for can be seen in Appendix 9.23.

5.2.1

Authentication

Login action for both ETB and CEM triggers checking processes toward a centralized
database. In ETB the user is redirected to an OAuth providers login form to receive an access
token used in the ETB system. Both the OAuth provider and CEM stores a session token in
the browser's storage to determine that a user is authenticated. When an agent sends orders to
adapter1, there is an encrypted link established between agent and the ERP system for order
creations. This encrypted link will also need to be established toward the ETB system if
creating orders via file transfers.

5.2.2

Authorization

In the CEM system, there is support for user privileges. Example, some accounts should not
be able to change or delete an order, and only be able to create new orders. In the ETB
system, there is today no feature for privileges. If the user has an account at the OAuth
provider and a valid access token is received, then the users can do same things.

5.2.3

Order receiver

For the ETB system, the order receiver needs to be established in the OAuth provider. The
ETB system does not use any relational databases, and all user content is fetched from the
OAuth provider. There must be a created contact in the OAuth provider to create a transaction
for that contact. If the use of multiple OAuth providers, the id of the contacts must have the
same value. In the CEM system, there is no need of specifying an order receiver since the
order is sent from an agent to a fixed endpoint that processes the order in the CEM system. If
order is created from CEM GUI, the order is appended directly to the relational database, and
if order creation from ETB GUI, the order is appended directly to the chain.

5.2.4

Order parameters

The parameters needed for successful customer installation in CEM is also used in ETB.
Thus, the required parameter values have to be filled in both systems to create an order.
However, there is a parameter where a customer id should be filled in to assign the
subscription to that customer. There is no error handling links between the CEM and ETB
system set up. Thus, if an error trying to install a customer or an order via ETB to be
processed in CEM, this will in its current state not detected.
In the CEM system, there is the possibility of changing the table structure by, e.g., adding or
removing a column, and after that aggregating the tables with correct data. However, in the
ETB system, and if the data object type is changed, the historical transactions cannot be
changed since blockchain is an immutable data storage solution.

5.2.5

Order created

When an order is automatically or manually created in CEM, it is processed by logic in
adapter3 or adapter6 before it is stored in the relational database. When an order is manually
or automatically created in ETB system, the orders are appended as transactions to the
blockchain solution. The order object type received in CEM when automatic order creation or
modification is compatible with the ETB system. Thus, if an XML-file containing parameters
seen Appendix 9.10 is placed in a directory connected with the ETB GUI, then it is parsed,
and each object is converted to a JSON-string, encrypted and appended to the blockchain
solution. There needs to be a refresh token registered in the ETB GUI to request a new access
token for the automatic functionality to work. When a new block is found in the blockchain
solution, the ERP GUI writes the transactions of that block into files with XML parameters
seen Appendix 9.23. The format of the XML-files are in a format needed for installation in
CEM. The files are stored in a directory which CEM can listen to and determine if a new
order is made and then begin the installation. Thus, CEM can directly detect if a new order is
created in the ETB system.

5.2.6

Order modification

The CEM system uses a relational database meaning updating an order or subscription is a
trivial process. The ETB is based on blockchain technology meaning that orders appended to
the chain cannot be changed. Historical data in the ETB will always be kept and to update
order in the ETB, the process is to append the updated order to the blockchain as a new
transaction. The CEM system then tries to install that new order, and if the customer already
exists and the subscription identity is the same, then updating process is executed. Since ETB
do not mind what object type is stored there is the possibility to create a transaction with data
values intended for update functionalities.

5.2.7

Order read

To read transactions containing an order in the ETB system, the transactions need to be
decrypted. The decryption process requires the authenticated user id together with the ids
from the contacts of the authenticated user. If no access token available, then there need to be
a refresh token registered in the ETB GUI to request a new access token and fetch user
contacts. In the CEM system, all order data in the relational database is not encrypted and can
be directly read.

5.3

Testing of the constructed system

To validate the ERP system, a test of the automatic order processes when requests comes
from an agent, and a test of creating an order via the CEM GUI was conducted. To test the
system, Black Box Testings’ (BBT) was conducted. BBT primary focus is testing of the
functionality of the system as a whole. BBT does not take into account the internal
mechanisms of a system and entirely focuses on the generated output in response to the input
(Kaur K et al., 2014). The test cases were constructed according to a description by Ammann
P & Offutt J (Ammann P & Offutt J, 2016). Each test case contains a description of purpose
and preconditions. Also, the data tested, the steps done, the expected result and actual result is
provided in the test cases. The tests of their current system was successful and two testcases
was conducted. The test cases to validate their current system are seen in Appendix 9.33-9.34.
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Figure 5 - Shows ET blockchain for the CGI ERP system
A simulation of the software architecture shown in Figure 5 was conducted to validate that an
application based on blockchain technology can be deployed in a real and active system.
Thus, that the constructed system works equally well as to have commission data stored in
several relational databases. To determine the success of the simulation, black box testing was
performed where a focus is on the output responding to the input (Kaur K et al., 2014). The
flow was to place an order by an agent. After that, the order is appended to the ETB system.
The CEM module then detects the new order in the ETB system and starts installation
processes of the order.
Thus, the successful simulation proves that an agent can place an order to the blockchain
system. Also, that the commission handling system can read from the blockchain system to
determine commission for an agent.
To simplify the synchronization between the systems a directory-based approach was used.
This was because it was not possible to set up new REST API endpoints in the CEM module
that ETB could use. The CABS system currently uses file transfers. Thus, it is not an alien
technique for the system.
The CEM module had to be modified to enable automatic file detection. This implementation
process was trivial. However, the ETB does not in the current state have the ability to detect if
there was an error when trying to install orders in CABS. To receive a response from CABS
to ETB regarding the installation process, there needs to be another interface created between
the systems. Example, a REST interface could respond with the HTTP status code created
(201) or bad request (400) (Gourley D & Totty B, 2002).
The testing and simulation were as mentioned successful since an order could both manually
via the ERP GUI, and by insertion of a file into a directory, append transactions containing an
order to the blockchain solution. Also, when a block was created, XML-files was generated
by each transaction in the block. The XML-files could be installed in the CABS system. Thus,
the ETB system can execute order creation functionalities for the CABS system and store
immutable data to whom agents can directly append data. Furthermore, the CABS system can
in its turn read from the immutable database. The successful functionality of the CABS
system reading from the ETB, acts like a proof that the commission handling system also
could read from the immutable database. Furthermore, reading from one truth to determine
accurate commission distribution.

5.3.1

Summary of the test cases

Figure 6 - Shows the test cases of the Constructed Blockchain Application
In Figure 8 there are 17 test cases identified to prove the validity of the constructed system.
The tests were according to BBT with test cases to prove the comparison. Thus, the
constructed system is functional and has CEM system functionality. Also, in the test cases, a
field is added and contains data about of how problems found in the case study could be
solved with functionality validated in the test cases. Thus, the tables were expanded with
comparison field in addition to the test case format seen in Appendix 9.33, Table 4 and
Appendix 9.34, Table 5. The 17 test cases is seen in Appendix 9.35-9.51, and the paragraph
name of a test case corresponds with the name of a test seen in Figure 6. In this matter, it is
presented where in the constructed system, the test occurs. All the tests except the test case 10
found in Appendix 9.44 was considered successful. Test case 10 was the test regarding
previous mentioned aspect; that ETB does not in the current state have the ability to detect if
there was an error when trying to install orders in CABS.
The constructed system is in a proof of concept stage, and the main goal of the constructed
system was to show that a blockchain system could be functional in a real and active ERP
system. Limitations with the ETB are, e.g., that it cannot in its current state receive status
messages like successful or error when installing an order. Furthermore, there is no interface
between the ETB and CEM module to handle, e.g., error messages. This means that orders
created in ETB do not have to same validators as the CEM module for, e.g., illegal data. Also,
as mentioned, the focus was to compare the order creation functionality between the systems.
Thus, the ETB does not have every functionality and validators as the CEM module have.
However, it is shown that the ETB is functional and does the same things as the CEM module
when creating orders. It is also shown, that an order created in the ETB is also found in
CABS.
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6

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

This section presents a comparison study of economic benefits between a blockchain
application and relational databases.
There are a significant number of agents that hold the same data concerning commission
handling in relational databases. According to feedback from a system owner, there are
currently about 20 parent agents in the ERP system worldwide and about 5000 agents. A
parent agent is a retailer of mobile subscription for the major telecom company that owes the
ERP system that this master thesis is focusing on. Each parent agent has their relational
database to internal keep track of commission that the hierarchal lower agents are entitled.

Figure 7 - Shows the current structure of how the agent sends data in the ERP system of the
major telecom company
If the commission between the ERP system and a parent agent do not correspond, it is a
demanding debugging process for the maintainers of the ERP system. According to the
maintainers, this problem occurs irregularly. Since every part of the ERP system do not have
rights to each other’s relational databases, they cannot see the same things during the
debugging process. A result of this is that the debugging activity easily becomes expensive.
Thus, the maintainers need to find the correct persons in the system in order to localize the
source of the defect. Every participant in the case study have experienced a synchronization
problem, and agree on that it is a costly and demanding debugging process.
According to the maintainers of the CABS module, this kind of problem may range from 20h
to 100h. If the hourly rate for a maintainer is about 1100SEK + vat, one can get a perception
of the costs involved for the described problem. However, such debugging can be included in
the base support of the system. In such a case, the costs end on the employing company of the
maintainers instead. Thus, an immutable database containing one truth, that multiple parts can
access may be of interest for both the major telecom company and the maintainer company to
reduce costs. As Ng C et al. stated, that Post-implementation costs can be 70% of the total
software cost (Ng C et al. 2002), is undoubtedly the case for the CABS system in the major
telecom company’s ERP system.
The question is now how the debugging process will look like in the blockchain application.
The main benefit of the constructed blockchain application is that each agent can with their id
login to the blockchain application and search for missing orders. Since every transaction in
the blockchain application is encrypted, an agent can only see their transactions. The ERP
system can see every order since it is the recipient of the transaction. The transaction is added
to the blockchain when an agent creates a mobile subscription order. The functionality and

how the constructed blockchain application works are described in Appendix 9.52.7. This
functionality is tested and validated in the previous chapter.
The theory of one truth is present. Thus, is the mobile subscription order from an agent
appended to the blockchain, then no part can deny commission to that agent. Same applies if
the order is not in the blockchain, then the agent should not be entitled commission.

Figure 8 – Shows how the agent sends data in the ERP system of the major telecom company
for constructed blockchain system
Thus, the main benefit of the constructed blockchain application compared to a relational
database system is that multiple parts can see the same things and rely on one truth. The
transactions are encrypted since constructed blockchain system is deployed on a public
network. According to every participant in the case study, privacy is important, and
transactions should be encrypted. Thus, an agent can only see its own created orders and no
other agents orders. The ERP system can see every order created by all agents.
This results in a significant reduction in the debugging process, furthermore, reduction in
debugging costs, and in extension, transaction costs. Company structures that have better
transaction cost will eventually displace those that have worse (Williamson O, 1981). The
constructed blockchain application results in better external transaction costs since those costs
can be processes to reduce administrative search and communications overhead costs (Poston
R & Grabski S, 2001).
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7

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, a discussion of economic aspects is conducted that takes into account the key
findings across all the cases and the findings collected during the testing process of the
constructed system. Also, discussion regarding the collected data and conducted analysis is
presented which will put forward a definition of an ET Blockchain and provide an assessment
of the benefits and challenges of an ET blockchain.

7.1

Discussion of economic aspects

Every case has some synchronization problem or has experienced such problem. Systems
have varying degrees of synchronization. The more identical the synchronizing systems are,
the lower is the maintaining cost of synchronization (Sarasola C et al., 2002). When
synchronization problem occurs, the result is an increase in transaction costs. There is a vital
interest in reducing the costs associated with departments and external companies. Since an
ERP system is expected to maintain accurate and accessible databases not only company
internal but also with other companies, external transaction costs can be communications
overhead costs (Poston R & Grabski S, 2001). External transaction costs are powerful since
they lead to the establishment and growth of companies (Hansen Henten A & Windekilde I,
2016). Thus, are the external transaction costs higher than the internal transaction costs, the
company will grow. Maintaining and building new software is an incitement for reducing and
gaining better transaction costs. The constructed system have been successful tested to be a
functional solution for reducing maintenance costs and can thereby decrease communication
overhead costs.
What every case agree on is that encrypted transaction is needed in a non-crypto blockchain
solution. Technical transactions such as orders and logs could be a proper content for an
encrypted blockchain solution. Sensitive data should always be encrypted in both a public and
a private blockchain. If knowledge of the receiver or the senders anonymous and public id
which is fully visible in a regular blockchain solution, then it is possible to retract all their
transactions. This because data in a regular blockchain solution is public for everyone to read
(O’Leary D, 2017). Since companies are not interested in their orders and other data added to
the chain to be available since competitors could get advantages. Also, data could be leaked
even if a non-encrypted blockchain solution was deployed on a private network. Because of
these aspects, there is a need for encrypted transactions. The constructed system have
implemented Zero-Knowledge proof technology to encrypt transaction and thereby meets the
requirements of the use case participants.
However, if the constructed system was to be implemented, every use case participant agrees
on that the implementation process will be easier in a smaller company’s ERP system.
Smaller companies include a shorter decision-making process, greater functional integration,
less resistance to change and a more innovation-friendly atmosphere (Nicholas J et al., 2011).
A finding to why the implementation of the constructed system will be more difficult in larger
companies is due to the low knowledge of the blockchain technology of the decision-makers.
Every case agrees on that software systems become more complex over time due to software
modification. According to Mkaouer M et al., software modifications is a set of development
activities such as adding new features, fixing reported bugs, migrating to different
environments and platforms, and other function related tasks. As a software system evolves,
modifications tend to degrade the system structure because focuses may lie on fixing the tasks
instead of overlooking the software system as a whole (Mkaouer M et al. 2017).

Another aspect of ERP systems using databases is when two or more different ERP systems
which are synchronized, and may have various and duplicated data in their databases. An
example of a scenario when this becomes a problem is this master thesis focus problem.
Example scenario regarding commission handling is when a company (C1) with ERP system
sells a product for another company (C2) that also has an ERP system. Both ERP systems
have their own relational database. When C1 sells a product, the order should also end up in
C2's ERP system, so both parties know what they have sold and the amount of C1
commission. If the two ERP systems do not correspond and C1 gains less commission than
C1 ERP system has registered, it is a problematic troubleshooting process. C1 does not have
access to the C2 system and vice versa. When this problem occurs, it can be due to human
error. Even if the synchronizing systems are initially configured correctly, human update and
configurations may cause unexpected outcomes. However, if the possibility of a unified
system, where all parties have access to an immutable public database that cannot change and
where a risk of human configuration error is low, this problem may be solved. C1 can register
order to this immutable public database and C2 can search the immutable database for new
orders and perform logic when found. All parties rely on the same information and e.g., the
commission handling is simplified and more accurate. As shown in this master thesis, an ET
Blockchain for commission handling have an economic benefit, which is supported by the
maintainers of the CABS module. It is also supported by the participants of the use case since
different parties can see the same data. If there are economic benefit for commission handling,
then one can argue that it could be an economic benefit in other fields as well.
Synchronization between non-identical systems has not been extensively studied (Sarasola C
et al., 2002). There was no solution found in the literature regarding solutions to modified and
synchronizing ERP system problems. Literature read for findings of this problem were chosen
on the title and abstract from an extensive literature search. If the abstract was relevant, the
whole article was read. Literature read without finding a solution to customized and
synchronizing ERP systems was (Barber, K & Harfoush K, 2014; Tomić Ž & Jovanović M,
2016; Vidoni M & Vecchietti A, 2015). Thus, no relevant literature was found from the
searching and is a gap this master thesis proposes a solution to.

7.2

Defining the elements of ET Blockchain

No technology operates entirely in isolation, and some degree of human intervention is
always needed (Greasley A & Wang Y, 2017). Thus, a regular blockchain without extensions
of encrypted transactions and token handling would not suit an ERP system based on
blockchain since at least some data always need to be encrypted. This because, e.g.,
competitors could get advantages if companies orders are readable for the public. Every case
study supports this statement. Since a public system, there is always the risk of the encrypted
transaction being hacked. Keys needed to decrypt are stored in a centralized database.
However, hacking a centralized database can be done if a human or a machine has the
knowledge and the will to do it. Thus, it does not matter the security level and the theoretical
possibilities, keys can still be leaked according to case C & D.
However, there is still the hurdle to figure out the signature needed for decrypting the
transactions and how the proof and signature is generated. Also, how the proof is checked
with the signature. The proof, signature and check logic is stored server-side meaning not
visible without hacking the web server. The signature also contains a salt making the key
combination even harder to hack. However, there is always the possibility of implementing
higher security level and building a system harder to hack, and if hacked, harder to read the
source code. Example, the keys can be split, and parts of the keys are instead stored in the
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centralized database, and the source code of the application can be obfuscated before
compiled. This gives a harder understanding level of the proof and secret generation logic
according to case C. Obfuscate of source code is when variable and function names are
changed making the source code hard to understand.
Since there is a risk of hacking the encrypted transactions, it is important what kind of data
that is stored in the ET Blockchain. According to all cases except for case E & G, personal
information should not be stored in a public or private ET Blockchain. Case E builds their
operations around personal information and suggests an ET Blockchain on a private network.
Case G does not have a perception of what content to be stored in a blockchain solution. This
because the case does not know how a blockchain solution that enables all aspects of trust can
be constructed. Example, moving housing registers to a blockchain solution needs a validation
process before the data is appended and stuck to the chain. Without a validation process
before chain appending, the system will never be a trusted system according to case G. An ET
Blockchain have the features of validation before a transaction is appended to the chain since
it uses an OAuth provider for token handling.
All case except case G agree on that personal information should not be stored in a public ET
blockchain. This is probably because of decision makers perception of a public system
containing personal information. Thus, it does not sound good to have personal information in
the public even if it is encrypted. However, as mentioned, an ET blockchain containing
personal information on a private network could instead be a solution according to the case E.
Case C & D mean that laws and other regulations regarding personal information will make
the maintenance effort of the blockchain too great. All cases except case G agree on technical
transactions can be a proper content. Technical transactions are, e.g., orders, configuration
changes, and logs. All cases agree on an application area for a blockchain solution is where
data should be traceable and hard to manipulate. In order to satisfy the concept of one truth,
the main criteria is that the data cannot be manipulated which is accomplished with
blockchain technology.
Regarding order creation, and also where the need for instant synchronization is not crucial,
could be a proper data type to be stored in an ET Blockchain according to cases A, B, D & F.
The other cases does not have a perception of what data that should be stored, however, ET
Blockchain is according to every case an interesting concept and could have application areas
in the future. Example, the concept of microservices was in the beginning unaccustomed.
Today microservices is one of the most popular approaches when redoing a large and
complex system into isolated modules easier to maintain. The same evolution could be for the
concept of blockchain implementation. Thus, when the concept is familiar and understanding
from decision makers increases, the blockchain concept could be a popular approach. This is
why the implementation of a blockchain solution compared to the implementation of
microservices is probably more costly today according to cases A & C.
There is more software developing companies that are microservice oriented then blockchain
oriented. Thus, the competition and knowledge are higher for microservices approach, and the
cost of development can be compressed. However, in some specific types of implementation
areas of a system, the benefits of a blockchain approach could outweigh microservice
approach, and ease the developing effort and cost according to case C. Microservices usually
do not contain a database since the goal is the make each microservice as lightweight as
possible, and the microservices usually only contains the business logic according to cases F
& G. However, according to case D, microservices will probably implement towards

blockchain technology in the future. According to case F, microservices synchronize toward a
centralized database, and according to case G, microservices most often hare synchronizing to
individual databases. Thus, the architecture of microservices differs in companies.
The concept of ET blockchain is according to cases A & F on the same software architecture
understandable level compared to microservice approach. However, microservice systems are
more understandable then large and complex system where adapters have been implemented
during the evolution of the system (Götz B et al., 2018). Therefore, ET Blockchain software
architecture can be considered more understandable then old and complex systems in some
aspects. One aspect that increases understandability can be systems is synchronizing toward
one truth of data according to cases A, B, C, D & F.
Another aspect as shown in the testing chapter is that a blockchain solution can have fewer
adapters since systems can conduct synchronizing directly toward the blockchain solution.
However, the synchronization is in the current constructed system state done by detecting if
new files are created in directories. This type of synchronization is not proper if multiple
systems want to detect new orders in the ET Blockchain since files cannot be deleted before
all systems have processed the new files. Thus, it is not possible to detect when all systems
are done with their synchronizing activities. Instead, a REST API endpoint for detecting new
orders should be created which system can conduct synchronizations. Also, the functionalities
of the ET Blockchain is matching the ERP system CGI is maintaining. Thus, ET Blockchain
can be used for ERP processes. The ETB system is accessible and not restricted to internal
networks. Thus, different systems, even in different companies networks can append data to
the blockchain solution, and rely on one truth. Furthermore, decrease maintenance and
debugging costs.
The ET Blockchain for this master thesis is based on an encrypted transaction with a public
blockchain architecture. The goal of this master thesis is to construct an ERP system that is
not restricted to company individual and private networks. According to case studies A, B, D
& F, there can be an increase in effort maintaining synchronization between multiple private
networks. When things go wrong, and systems stop synchronizing between networks it is
often because of human error according to cases A, B, D & F. One feature of developed ET
Blockchain is the decentralized architecture where every miner is available publicly. When a
miner is up and running, there will be minimal network configurations to a publicly deployed
miner since it has public network configurations. According to case D, it is fewer
configurations to a public node then a private node.
The thought of not knowing who is maintaining a company's data is a problem. This needs to
be defined and solved before a non-crypto blockchain solution can become mainstream
according to the case D. One solution can be to have a foundation responsible for the
blockchain. In a foundation, every competitor can work together toward a common goal of
providing the best and most stable blockchain solution. However, in the future, if blockchain
becomes mainstream and definition of what sensitive data is, there may be no need for trust
with the miners maintaining a blockchain according to case D.
According to the cases A, B, C, D & F constructed blockchain system based on encrypted
transactions could be a solution for this master thesis problem; data in synchronizing
databases on different networks are not corresponding, and thereby lowering both internal and
external transaction costs. However, it might not be a full solution to every aspect of various
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problems according to case C. Blockchain technology includes some problem, and also
benefits from the nature of the technology.

7.3

The benefits of adopting an ET Blockchain

According to the cases; older systems are complex. Complexity comes mostly from the
software architecture and the evolution of the software systems. Themistocleous M et al.
supports this argument; with company-specific modules and functions extended for a vanilla
system, increases the structural complexity of the system (Themistocleous M et al., 2001). All
the cases argue that older systems with complex rules are hard to redo into standalone
modules with modern language syntax for, i.a., decreasing maintenance effort. However,
according to all the cases if a redo of the complex system, an integration toward a blockchain
is doable, however, a robust plan have to be constructed first. Compared to a structural
complex system with many adapters, and where the same company is not responsible for
every adapter, a unified ET blockchain approach contributes in a more understandable
software architecture according to cases A, D & F. The rest of the cases do not have a
perception or do not think so. However, in the long run, if stakeholders gain higher
blockchain technology knowledge, it can then result in a more understandable software
architecture according to cases B & C. Case G do not think that the understandability will
increase since technology does not matter, the complexity increases and understandability
decreases over time due to changes. If a system is constructed from scratch, the newer system
will always look more understandable and less complex compared to a system that has
aggregated changes over a ten year period.
As shown in this master thesis, commission handling have an economic benefit with an ET
Blockchain. Companies could decrease their IT-infrastructure and database maintenance.
Companies specializing in mining processes could host one or several miners. There may be
some initial holdback of letting individual persons without the need of trust maintaining a
blockchain solution containing company data. However, in the future, if regulations are set,
there may be no need for trust to whom is hosting a miner and maintaining the blockchain for
an ERP system. Example flow could then be; a miner solves a block, then the one running
that miner could get paid. Provided example flow may create an incentive for mining
processes by others then the companies using the ET Blockchain. Such flow would
adequately decrease companies transaction costs since resources concerning IT-infrastructure
could be reduced. However, a blockchain solution for an ERP system will with high
probability initially be a permissioned blockchain architecture where there is an encrypted
link between the nodes in a cloud solution according to cases A, B, C, D & F. External
transactions costs can also be decreased since communication overhead cost could be lowered
in the concept of systems synchronizing toward one truth.
Since blockchain technology enables mining processes without the need of trust, this is a
possible theoretical solution. According to cases E & G, where security is a primary concern,
for them, an ET Blockchain on an internal and private network could be the proper
implementation. The cost of maintaining a miner is mostly power costs and depreciation of
the hardware. However, a decentralized blockchain solution where there is no need of trust,
the payment for solving a block have to provide more than power and depreciation costs to be
an incentive for people to host miners. Without the decentralized architecture, a fundamental
security aspect of blockchain disappears according to case D.

The need of an ET Blockchain and the encryption mechanisms is in all the cases necessary
since data should not be readable without authentication. Even if the ET Blockchain was on
an internal and private network, there is always the risk of data being leaked, and encrypted
transactions would in those cases also be necessary according to cases E & G. Every case
thinks that ET Blockchain is an interesting concept. If the constructed blockchain system
could be a solution to this master thesis goal was supported wholly, or partially by cases A, B,
C, D & F.

7.4

The challenge of adopting an ET Blockchain

The most difficult factor for large companies to integrate toward a blockchain is the decision
making that everyone should agree on how the system should be constructed. This statement
is supported by all the cases except case G. Case G do not have a perception of blockchain
implementation. For smaller companies, the decision making is according to the cases except
for the cases C & G, mostly easier. Case C assess that the person with high decision power
usually do not have a higher technical knowledge and when such person gets convinced, the
companies typically have large economic muscles to start the implementation. The decision
making in today's IT environment is as much about a good software-solution as it is about
persuading techniques. However, regarding the implementation phase, moreover, agreeing on
the same blockchain solution, then all the cases except case G mean that such process is easier
in smaller companies.
Another issue with the nature of blockchain is who the responsible and owner of the chain is.
If things go wrong with the blockchain, there should always be someone to contact if
companies ever were to implement a blockchain solution.
The centralized aspect of the developed system contributes to risk. Example, if the GUI
service is disconnected, then encryption and decryption logic cannot be performed. However,
there are technologies such as redundancy deployment and a load balancer that can be used to
increase availability of the clients. The centralized components of the developed system are
the OAuth connector client and the OAuth provider. OAuth connector client holds a list of
registered OAuth providers. The OAuth provider uses a centralized database since usernames,
and other user information should not be visible and accessible to the public. The GUI client
uses the OAuth provider to authenticate a user and receive a valid token. Besides the OAuth
provider, The GUI client is not dependent on centralized databases and instead handles data
from decentralized miners. It is because of this aspect that the system is considered readable
and accessible by all cases.
Another feature with the constructed system is that the contacts in connected OAuth providers
cannot be removed if they have received or sent a transaction. If the contact is removed from
the OAuth provider, there will be very little chance of ever decrypting effected transaction
again. This is probably the most significant point of failure for the constructed ET
Blockchain. Furthermore, the encryption and decryption mechanism is depended on a
centralized storage solution. However, to verify that a user has rights to encrypt or decrypt
data, there must always be some authentication mechanism according to all the cases. The
constructed system demonstrates how a functional authentication mechanism can be
implemented in a blockchain solution.
A feature in the constructed system is also the automatic XML-file generation when new
transactions are found in the blockchain. There must be an active refresh token in the client to
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call for a new access token used to decrypt transactions when a user is not logged in or active
in the GUI. The refresh token is valid for two weeks by the Google OAuth Provider. This
means that a person manually has to log into a GUI client at least every two weeks to make
the automatic XML-file creation work. A popular authentication protocol is OAuth. In the
future, we may see decentralized authentication protocols based on blockchain, but today,
authentication must go through a centralized application containing user credentials. Case D
would see a great benefit with a decentralized authentication mechanism.
All the cases think that a blockchain solution can facilitate the debugging process. However,
the transactions are initially encrypted since every party involved should see the same truth
and competitors should not get advantages. As the cases suggests, the more people that can
see the same thing, the easier is the debugging process. However, if the transactions are
encrypted, it is not initially possible to read what data that is stored. Therefore, in an
encrypted transaction blockchain, there will probably be the need of a master key which is a
security concern. A debugger would, e.g., login to the OAuth provider with admin privileges.
After that, the GUI client tries to decrypt by all combinations of contacts in the OAuth
Provider, which could take a moment if the chain is very long.
Other aspects that is a challenge with the constructed system, furthermore, the blockchain
technology itself is, e.g., how is the write and growth performance of a blockchain solution.
Since it takes time to append a block to a blockchain, not every system suits to be
implemented toward a blockchain solution. The regular database structure is performance
wise better than a blockchain solution by the nature of the technologies. This is probably why
an ET blockchain solution will only fit a narrow group of application areas. According to the
cases except for case G, a system with technical transactions, such as orders, could be a
proper ET blockchain application area.
Another aspect that is challenging and contributes in lower understandability is how to handle
a change of the object type in the system. Example, since different systems are in the ET
Blockchain and synchronizing towards the same data, what happens if the object type is
changed or different systems require individual object types. Due to blockchain technology
being an immutable storing technology, the historical transactions in a chain cannot change. It
is possible to parse each object to find the correct type. However, it is at the top system level
view where it will be hard to prove that the system is still correct according to case G.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, a conclusion for this master thesis based on the findings is presented. Also,
suggestions for future work are provided.

8.1

Conclusion

Synchronizing system problems is a general problem for companies with a software system.
Many software systems are when created not designed to be flexible resulting in old and
complex systems hard to maintain and debug. Due to the increasing complexity of systems
over time, making systems harder to understand, a new type of technology and methodology
is needed for software systems. This to reduce, e.g., debugging costs and gain better
transaction costs.
By all counts, and with proven results, the constructed blockchain solution based on
encrypted transactions for an ERP system can reduce debugging costs. It has been shown by
the successful simulation that in the blockchain solution, an agent can place an order to an
immutable storage system where only authenticated users can read the transactions.
Furthermore, the simulated commission handling system can read from the blockchain system
to determine the commission an agent is entitled.
It is also shown that a centralized database structure where external and internal systems can
get one truth of data, decreases transaction costs. According to some cases, the constructed
blockchain system based on encrypted transactions is a functional solution to synchronizing
system problems. Since these findings result in lower communication overhead cost,
transaction cost is reduced.
However, it cannot be concluded that constructed blockchain solution provides better
transaction costs for every type of system. The constructed blockchain systems may only be
applicable in a narrow field of applications. This is because of the functionality of blockchain
technology itself. Applications, where transactions should be created instantly, are not
suitable for the constructed system. As the researcher has demonstrated; a solution based on
blockchain technology with encrypted transactions is possible to be constructed for an ERP
system.
However, regarding implementing a non-crypto blockchain solution with a technical data
type, it is clear that there is a need for data encryption when the data is stored in a public and
decentralized system. It is also shown that encryption is needed for data in a blockchain
solution deployed on an internal network. Therefore, the need for an authentication
mechanism resulting in only users with correct privileges can encrypt, decrypt and append
data to be stored. The constructed blockchain system supports these mechanisms which have
been validated and tested.
We can from the comparison study see that the constructed system matches functionalities in
the ERP system module. However, the change of object type that will occur during the
evolution of the system decreases the understandability. This because historical transactions
cannot be changed in an immutable chain. Therefore, the understandability at the top system
level view is hardened.
It will be hard turning constructed systems into a production-ready product with high demand.
It is the decision makers in companies that need to be convinced for the constructed system to
be implemented. Blockchain is still a new technology, and the knowledge of the technology
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and the evolution of the system determines if the proposed software architecture will result in
better transaction costs. However, if the constructed system were to be implemented, it would
be an easier implementation process for smaller companies.

8.2

Future work

The constructed system did not focus on building the best blockchain solution, and instead,
the focus was on constructing an ERP system based on blockchain technology. Thus,
problems that may occur are, e.g., what happens if a transaction is created and processing on a
miner is disconnected before the transaction is turned into a block and appended to the chain?
In the constructed system, the transaction is lost, and one has to create the transaction again.
This together with how the most efficient logic of creating a block should be further
developed in the constructed system. The constructed system has not implemented master
debugger functionality where a user can decrypt all available transactions in the ET
blockchain, which should be solved for trusted systems to read all transactions if there is a
problem with the chain. Also, the constructed system stores the refresh token generated when
expired by the user that authenticated. Thus, automatic encryption and decryption may occur
by the user that generated the refresh token.
If different companies should append and get data from the same blockchain, then there have
to be a decision made regarding who the owner of the blockchain is. It does not matter what
type of blockchain architecture an ERP-blockchain system will be deployed on; there must
always be someone responsible if things go wrong with the chain. Therefore, suggested is a
study on how to handle responsibilities when multiple companies are using the same
blockchain.
Suggested is also a study on how many miners that should be deployed to keep redundancy
and security. This is because the longest and valid chain from the majority of the miners in a
network is the chain that is distributed across all miners. If a majority of miners are hacked,
and the chain is changed, then that faulty chain is distributed between miners. Therefore, it is
important for future studies to determine how many miners should be deployed to consider
the blockchain redundant and secure. Also, a study when a blockchain solution that is not for
crypto-currencies is a proper choice. Furthermore, investigate in what application areas a
blockchain system is suitable.
Aspects, such as performance and storage of the blockchain technology should also be further
researched. E.g., how to decrease the latency of creating a block, validating the chain and
chain distribution, how to handle the rate of growth and how to debug a blockchain based on
encrypted transaction. Also, how to handle changes to the object type since historical data is
immutable. Perhaps a solution could be to split the chain every year and not consider
historical data when validating the chain. However, such a question should be further studied.
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9.18 Automatic transaction creation logic

9.19 Automatic new block detection

9.20 Dockerfile ERP GUI

9.21 Dockerfile Miner Clients
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9.22 Docker container run commands.

9.23 ERP order object

9.24 ERP raw order

9.25 Case A
Case A is a branch of a global IT consulting company, and defined as a smaller company.
They are maintaining an ERP system for a large telecom company.
The participant has been working with a large telecom company (T1) ERP system module
since the year 2003. The ERP system is owned by T1. During his working period, there have
been several different maintainers of the ERP system. The current maintainer of the ERP
system is case A. The maintainer changes have not affected the ERP system per say, however,
T1 on the other hand, continually add new systems and move functionality from one part of a
system to another part of a system. For example, individual price calculations were at the
beginning kept in the ERP system module, and now it is moved to another system. His
experience is that instead of having the majority of data in one system, the data instead tend to
be stored in several different systems. During his work with the ERP system module, he
encounters systems that have to communicate and synchronize.
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When there is a new module that T1 wants to implement, there is always a list of
requirements that case A respond with a budget estimation and if possible to execute. The risk
in the budget estimation increases since case A does not control and know how every system
look like in the ERP system. However, since the ERP system employees have had a long
relationship and each part has learned how it has been done before, facilitates the knowledge
if possible to be executed and the budget estimations. On the other hand, there are always
employees who have more significant experience, that newer employees are reliant upon. If
several employees with greater knowledge would quit working with the ERP system, then it
would be a noticeable difference and harden the communication between the groups. He has
never experienced that employees do not share their experience and knowledge to increase the
need and making them unreplaceable in the company. If someone does not share their
knowledge, he or she will have harder to gain knowledge from others. In a complex system
that the ERP system is, everyone needs as much help as possible to make it work.
The participant argue that one aspect of complexity is when different systems need to
communicate and also the business logic. Example, the communications between clients,
multiple systems are involved that not always are on the same network and that every
customer has their individual pricing. The system has to provision data to different target
systems depending on the type of input data. Input data from different switches have to be
handled since the data type may differ, and system have individual data transfer protocols and
are written in different language syntax. A scenario where a redo and refactoring of the whole
system will be on merge on impossible to execute. This since it will be a very costly project
and also that part of systems are very complex and will be hard to transfer to modern syntax.
Since the system works, there is no incentive for T1 or case A to redesign the system. When
new functionality is needed, they instead add new modules to the current system. If a scenario
to redo the whole system, a very solid plan would have to be established, and a redo of each
system at a time would probably be the correct path. This since the control would increase
compared to change everything at once. There have been cases when old COBOL syntax
modules have been redone and replaced to decrease the maintenance effort. However, some
old modules like billing will probably be last to be replaced.
The participant have during the master thesis project gain knowledge about blockchain and
the master thesis proposed system (ET Blockchain). He thinks that data in an ERP system
based on blockchain should always be encrypted and at the same time available. Compared to
the current system where T1 resellers are outside the network and ports have to be opened to
exchange data between the ERP systems, a blockchain where every client synchronize data,
and less network configurations are needed, could be more secure. There are human factors
with network configuration, and it is often because of a lousy setup when problems arise. The
participant thinks that a solution with encrypted transactions on a public network could
decrease the complexity and increase the understandability, especially if there are multiple
clients outside the T1 ERP system network. The more client outside a network, the more
advantage would an ET blockchain become.
When there is a problem between systems that synchronize, the problem usually takes time to
solve completely. For example, it could take several weeks for someone both internal and
external case A to fix the problem on their side before the problem can be fixed in the ERP
system module. Hardware faults and when something has been reconfigured leading to a
problem have happened during his work with the ERP system module. When data in
synchronizing databases do not correspond between systems is a complex debugging process.

At first sight, the problem may be a one-time phenomenon, but when the problem occurs
again, it is a troublesome debugging process. Often when this happens, no one knows at the
beginning what the problem is, and since there are several systems, it is hard to know who to
contact first. The more step one have to take, and the more people that cannot see the same
things, the harder is the debugging process.
A blockchain could in this scenario be interesting because then it would be one truth that all
parts can rely on instead of several. Debugging synchronizing systems can quickly become a
costly process, especially when no one knows where the bug is. A unified database that
contains data that cannot be changed would be an advantage regarding debugging process.
The participant do not have a perception regarding how lengthy and how costly it would be to
develop a blockchain toward the ERP system. However, building a blockchain would
probably be much less expensive than redoing the whole system. He thinks that a blockchain
solution would be easier to implement in a smaller company then larger company since
smaller organizations probably have easier and faster adoption processes. However, he
believes the main argument is how many different systems on individual networks that are
communicating could be the leverage for implementing a blockchain system. A public
blockchain system with encrypted transactions would probably be easier to implement than a
private blockchain. Also, what content an encrypted transaction should contain does matter.
Even if the data is encrypted, there is always a chance of the data being hacked. An ET
blockchain should probably not contain information that is very company secret and, e.g.,
customer orders could be a proper content to store in an ET Blockchain.

9.26 Case B
Case B is a branch of a IT consulting company located in Sweden and Balkans. The company
have 7 branches in Sweden and Balkans. Case B is defined as a smaller company. They are
maintaining an ERP system for a large company in the electric industry.
The participant is a software developer at case B. He has worked with synchronizing systems
about two years since he graduated from Blekinge Institute of Technology. In his daily work,
he primary develops a software module for a contractor company which performs integration
toward major electricity companies. The software is intended for the electricity company
maintenance workers to, e.g., log activities, report status and receive orders. When the
electricity company creates an order, the request is sent to the contractor company's system.
Since the systems are not on the same network and the transfers need to be secure, the
requests have to go through a adapter module in the contractors' system designed to handle
public and remote requests before the developed application can receive the data. Thus,
network configuration is an important process.
The participant has experienced synchronization problems with the system. Example, since it
is a significant amount of data from multiple requests that each have individual destinations,
some request should go directly through the adapter module to the application, some requests
should be converted to another object type, and some requests should be sent with
authentication. The data in the request may be faulty, and some parameters may be missing.
However, if it is a correct request and the problem may lie elsewhere, the debugging process
depends on the problem. Initially one may not know if the problem lies in the contractor
company's system or the electricity company's system. Since there are multiple systems and
one company do not own every module in the systems, it is not always easy to find where the
problem lies. Most problems occur in communication between different companies, but the
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type of error varies. Debugging activities are performed together with the contractor
company. There is usually a fixed personal contact when communication activities towards
the contractor company are performed. It has happened that release of new integrations has
been postponed since the personal contact was on, e.g., parental leave. The participant has
never experienced that employees do not share information and knowledge to increase the
need and making them unreplaceable in the company. Each employee can have his or her
focus area, and it can sometimes be difficult for others to get aquatinted with new areas
quickly.
Changes that the module must adapt during the development process can happen. Example,
the electricity company decides to change the object type that is transferred. The need for
good communication channels is essential for successful development. When new
functionality to the module is wanted, there is a discussion between case B and the contractor
company to find the best solution. Both larger and smaller companies are customers to the
contractor system. It happens that a company wants company specific functions in the
contractor system. If there is a problem and every party need to participate in a meeting can
sometimes be a troublesome process.
If every request and API's was constructed in the same matter in the system, would probably
ease the workload and make the system less complex. The participant thinks that complexity
and understandability depend on the number of adapters and modules that synchronize in
different ways. Example, some modules send XML files, and some modules have a REST
API with JSON request body. The participant thinks that it would ease the workload if every
system could synchronize toward a common solution, e.g., a blockchain solution. If data
could be fetched and appended to a centralized storage solution, and still be secure would be
great. The participant thinks it would be hard to sell such system to the larger companies.
Larger companies often use well-proven systems and can be difficult to motivate why
blockchain solution would be better. He thinks that blockchain is a hyped concept and the
knowledge of how it works and trust that it works is still low. However, if a blockchain
solution were to be implemented, it would probably be easier to achieve a blockchain in a
smaller company then a larger company. The decision process in larger companies is
enormous and making decisions can take time.
If a blockchain solution were to be implemented, The participant would prefer the data to be
encrypted both in public and private blockchain architecture. There would probably be a need
for some type of authentication where, e.g., the system administrator can read all data and
employees are limited to only read according to his or her privileges. Systems that share the
same data could be appropriate for an encrypted transaction blockchain. E.g., different
customers to the major electricity company could place working orders in an ET blockchain
solution, furthermore, could contribute to a smoother process. He thinks that when there are
multiple systems on a different network, an ET blockchain with public miners could be an
approach, especially for smaller companies with a lower budget. If the data need to be secure,
the ET blockchain should probably be placed on an internal network where the company
knows exactly who is maintaining the blockchain. The participant initially does not think an
ET blockchain system would make a software architecture more understandable, however, in
the long term he believes it will if he understands the system. This because he at this moment
know too little about blockchain, but he thinks it has potential and is an interesting concept.
The centralized approach to accessing data from the same target would however probably
make the system more understandable.

9.27 Case C
Case C is a branch of a IT consulting company located in Scandinavia and Russia. The
company have 11 branches in Scandinavia and Russia. Case C is defined as a smaller
company. They are, i.a., conducting new product development for various customers.
Participant 1 has a doctors degree in computer science and a magister in software engineering.
He has previous to Hiq worked at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) and the Linné
University. He has during this time worked with experimental development towards
enterprise and social actors. At case C, he works with infrastructure and automation, and is
head of their lab activities. Participan 2 has a bachelor's degree from BTH in software
engineering and has a high blockchain technology interest. At case C he is mainly involved
with challenging technical assignments. The participant 2 have, i.a., been engaged in projects
regarding autonomous vehicles and google glass implementation in healthcare. The
participants are currently working with automation of infrastructure. They develop everything
from scratch and work only with adapters and components that case C control. When the
product is developed, it is the customer that owns the product. Since they are responsible for
every part of the developing process, they know precisely who to contact if there is a problem
with the synchronizing systems.
The participant 2 has during his career experienced when there is a problem with larger,
complex and synchronizing software systems; it is a troublesome debugging process. A
contact person may be on holiday resulting in a delay of bug fixing process. The participant 1
thinks that one of the main reason to why the debugging process is troublesome is because of
the methodology. There is whole new thinking when building systems nowadays. Majority of
current older systems are constructed with another type of thinking. The methodology of older
systems was about extensive planning to obtain requirements and set a budget. Even though
comprehensive plan an outcome could still be late delivery and plagued functionality over
time. Example, the project was delivered according to the requirements when the system was
created. However, the initial implementations are often not designed to handle change and
extensions. Over time, the systems instead become more complex. Today, when building
system, the methodology is about flexibility and dynamics since the rate of requirements
change is higher today compared with several years ago. The participant 1 argues that there is
a business benefit with keeping systems complex and coupled. Implementation of new
functionality will be costly for the customer when it is hard to do changes to a system, and
usually, only the company responsible for the system can do the changes.
The efficiency in changing systems is the focus of today and is why the participants mainly
work with microservices. One of the participants assignments at HiQ it to investigate how a
large and complex system can be transformed into a microservice platform. Usually,
companies do not want to perform this transformation. However, one day every system must
do the transformation processes. The participant 2 describes a scenario of a system that could
not be extended with more modules since there was a breaking point when the system could
not be extended anymore. The solution was to redo the system from scratch. A significant
aspect when redoing a complex and old system is the documentation, and unfortunately, good
documentation is rare. However, there might be documentation about individual systems, but
the whole image of the entire system is in people’s minds. Most often when a system is about
to be redone, these people have changed work and may not be reachable. Thus, a
transformation process may be very demanding. They believe that companies should have the
courage to transform their large and complex systems continuously into decoupled modules
before the breaking point is reached.
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The participant 1 believes that decision of transformation is easier in large companies. In
larger companies, there is often a leader with power and if that person gets convinced to begin
a transformation process and the approach is the best for the company, then the cost of
implementation is less important. Large companies usually have big economic muscles, and if
a leading person gets convinced, then it is generally done. However, developing and
implementation process is probably easier in smaller companies since it is less troublesome to
agree on a design. Developing products for smaller companies enhance communication.
Smaller companies typically ask for thought and feedback on the development process and
deciding on implementation strategy is mostly not difficult. Agreeing on implementation
strategies in large companies are usually tricky since it may be lousy communication between
developing teams and every team wants their will to go through.
The most challenging part of implementing towards blockchain technology is the decision
makers knowledge and perception. The decision makers probably do not understand the
technology and, e.g., their first perception of a public data storage solution of company
internal data is something that do not sound good. If the question that a public or private
blockchain would suit their company needs was asked to a technical expert, the answer could
differ. The technical expert could instead answer that the need for a public and decentralized
system could be a solution. There are two approaches, persuade the leading persons and the
employees have to rely on their decisions. However, an outcome of this approach may result
in the implementation never being completed since the employees cannot find a good
solution. The other approach is to persuade the employees, and with time the leading persons
will also get convinced. The participant 1 thinks that the decision making regarding software
implementation is as much about good IT-solutions as it is about persuading techniques.
The type of data to be stored in the blockchain does matter. Example, in the healthcare there
would be no chance of handling patient data in a public blockchain. Even if the data in the
public blockchain was encrypted and parts agree on the solution being secure, some data, e.g.,
personal information should not be stored in a public system. There is always the risk of
hacking, and if someone has the knowledge, it can be done. However, there are techniques to
make hacking activities very hard. The participant 2 argues the evolution of blockchain
technology itself have also become more secure. In the beginning, there were bugs with the
bitcoin blockchain resulting in the theft of bitcoins and such bugs do not exist anymore.
One of the benefits of blockchain technology is that when data is added to the chain, it cannot
be changed. The transparency of who is the sender, receiver and value in cryptocurrency is
another positive aspect when transferring, e.g., donations between rich and developing
countries, and the ability to trace precisely where and to who the donations went. Regarding
blockchain implementation in ERP systems, the participants does not have a perception.
However, they think it is an interesting concept. The participants are agnostic regarding what
technology to be used. However, when presenting developed systems with new technology, it
happens that the customer may also see other application areas leading to more work and
income. Some technology may have benefits in one area that can solve a need very well, and
at the same time have disadvantages in other areas. If blockchain will be called blockchain in
the future does not matter, it is some technical aspects of blockchain that the need lies.
According to participant 1, it will be less costly to transform a system toward microservices
then toward blockchain today. The competition is more significant between microservice
companies, and it is easier to find a company expert in microservice then in blockchain

technology. However, when microservices was new to the market, it was also an alien
technology. In some areas a blockchain would probably be the best approach, however, since
there are a low number of people that understand blockchain, a blockchain implementation
will be hard to realize.
Because of peoples lacking knowledge of blockchain is why the participants perception if a
blockchain system based on encrypted transactions can contribute in a more understandable
software architecture is no. However, in the long run, if peoples knowledge increases, an
encrypted transaction blockchain system could compare to an old and complex system result
in a more understandable software architecture. Implementation of blockchain could
contribute to the reliability of the data. A system based on blockchain is by definition more
accessible and reliable from the nature of blockchain technology. However, there are some
disadvantages to a blockchain solution, e.g., write performance and growth rate. The more
companies that are connected to the same blockchain the faster will the chain grow. In a small
and narrow implementation then a blockchain solution could be a great approach, but when
the data size becomes more prominent, it is then the problems are shown. There are
challenges with blockchain technology that needs to be solved before becoming a mainstream
implementation strategy.
They think that developed proof on concept system based on blockchain with encrypted
transactions is very interesting and is a solution to a real problem, but they do not believe it is
a total solution covering every aspect of a system. Encrypted transaction will be needed if a
blockchain solution for an ERP system ever was to be created. Nothing is constructed in one
day, and the developed solution is something that has potential to be further developed at
HiQ. However, today it is still too early to make it into a product.

9.28 Case D
Case D is a Swedish cloud provider company. The company have offices in multiple locations
in Sweden. Case D is defined as a smaller company. They are, i.a., conducting maintenance of
cloud infrastructure.
The participant has worked in the IT-industry since 1998. He has mainly worked with
Software architecture and security. He gave a high interest in blockchain technology and
began working at City Network in 2014. City Network is an Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas)
provider. Their customers only pay for what they are using, e.g., if a customer uses one CPU
the first days of the month and after those days scale up to 3 CPU's, then the customer only
pays for what he or she have been using. Their IaaS services is based on open source project
called OpenStack which is a cloud orchestration tool. There are several types of clouds such
as private, community and public clouds. There are high-security aspects. The systems should
be compliant and secure at the same time. An element of security that is often missed is the
audibility. It is not enough to implement a solution that is secure by, e.g., configuring a
firewall that in its nature is hard to hack; one has to provide follow-up documentation of
maintenance activities. This is important to prove for the customers what have been done to
the network configurations, when it was done and by who. This is an area that would suit a
blockchain implementation since the data in the chain is reliable and cannot change.
In a cluster, it is common that a node is disconnected. This is why the data should be
replicated over several nodes. A goal is to have such redundancy that 25% of all nodes can be
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disconnected without affecting the system. In entirely most of the cases, it is a software bug
that triggers the disconnection of a node. City Network currently has 11 server parks
distributed globally. Configurations and modifications to each server and network are mostly
automated. It is very rare that they go into a specific server to do configurations and
modifications. The updating is done one server park at a time to sense if there were to be a
problem with the update. There is always testing and verification of the update before it ends
up in production. However, if there were to be a problem for a customer due to the update,
then the debugging process is complex. If there is a problem due to update, the node probably
has very special configurations, and the combination of the new configurations may trigger
the error. Finding the combination that triggers the error is complex. If this occurs, then City
Network can do debugging processes or reverse the cloud environment to latest stable update.
The participant thinks that a proper type of content to be stored in a blockchain is technical
transactions, e.g., orders, configuration changes or sensitive data packages that could be
divided into blocks with full traceability. Personal information should not be stored in a
blockchain. However, some global authentication system based on blockchain would be a
good solution. Example, today every person have an OAuth authentication mechanism at the
broader community sites such as Google and Facebook. What if we could have one secure
authentication mechanism for every application and bank service we use. Blockchain could be
the technology for coping with those challenges.
According to the participant, the most crucial aspect if a company was to implement a
blockchain solution, is knowledge of who owes the blockchain. If the blockchain is not
distributed in a smart matter, then the fundamental concept and security that come with the
technology would disappear. If the blockchain instead was to be distributed, who owes the
control to modify faults and other errors that can occur. If companies ever were to trust a
blockchain, this challenge has to be solved with a clear solution. The participant thinks that
there always should be an independent party that is responsible for a public and distributed
blockchain. Example, in open source projects, competitors can be working together for a
foundation. Perhaps a similar solution where a foundation owes a blockchain would be a great
solution. A blockchain solution where individuals maintain miners to host companies
blockchain could, in the long run, be a possibility. However, decisions on what privacy
information is and how the data should be controlled must first be determined before creating
non-crypto blockchains where there is no trust or control of the miners.
The participant thinks that smaller companies have easier to implement newer technologies.
Implementation of a blockchain solution would, therefore, be easier in smaller companies
compared to larger companies. However, large companies would probably have greater
benefits than smaller companies of a blockchain solution. The participant does not have a
perception regarding what implementation strategy that is least costly if transferring a
complex system toward a microservice system or a blockchain solution. He thinks that
microservices in the future probably will be integrated with blockchain systems. The
participant sees a clear point with blockchain on what the technology is good at. One has to
find smart implementation areas that do not mind the disadvantages of the blockchain
technology. Blockchain system based on encrypted transactions will always need some
authentication mechanism. The participant thinks that a blockchain solution based on
encrypted transactions would make the software architecture more understandable. However,
the hard part will be to unite companies on one unified and standardized blockchain solution.

9.29 Case E
Case E is a Swedish government agency. Case E is defined as a larger company.
The participant 1 is an IT-architect and has worked at a Swedish government agency (SGA)
for the last six years. He has been in the IT industry since the year 1997. The participant 2 is
responsible for self-service department and has worked at SGA for the last six years as well.
He has been in the IT industry since the year 1996. What self-service activates at SGA are is,
e.g., when a citizen of Sweden authenticates towards the SGA web GUI and on their own
apply compensation for, e.g., the care of sick children, compliment personal information or
apply for housing contribution.
Synchronizing system problems in the self-service operations are rarely seen. When problem
may occur, it is often because of modifications to the REST API. An example is when the
object type has changed, and all endpoints have not been modified according to the updated
object type. The self-service operations do not have a lot of configs to the network since
everything has to be very secure, and most of the systems are on one internal network without
internet connection. In the future when SGA are transferring their systems into microservices,
leading to systems becoming more isolated, network configurations may be more demanding.
Today the systems are at a global level regarding network segment for the self-service
operations. Thus, network configuration problems are something the self-service operations
rarely see, however, other departments in SGA such as ITP where maintenance of systems is
performed; this problem may be seen more often.
The Self-service department in Karlskrona conducts pure software development. After a
product is developed a handover phase to ITP is performed where the Self-service department
specify what network configurations are needed to make the product work, and ITP
implements the developed product into production. ITP is also responsible for the network
infrastructure, and if some systems are closed for wanted functionality, it is not always a
smooth process to get wanted network internal systems accessible. When an idea of a new
product is found, there is firstly a prospect analysis and a budget estimation with +/- 50% of
the calculated outcome. Next step is a more detailed analysis with a budget estimation of +/30% of the calculated outcome. Before the development begins, and detailed risk analysis is
conducted, the budget estimation for a new product is often +/- 10% of the calculated
outcome. The budget is fixed, and the development process is agile. Thus, if there is no
margin to implement functionality with respect to the budget, the functionality is sacrificed.
Changes to the budget are rare.
If the self-service operations need to fetch data from other government institutions, they
always go through a centralized enterprise bus, and never directly to an external API.
Example of data SGA must integrate are medical certificates obtained from the country
council. Security is the primary concern for SGA, and a focus on minimizing loopholes is
essential. The API interface for each government institution has their management, and would
something unexpected occur; then every part knows who to contact to fix the problem. It is a
complex process with many factors to establish synchronization with an external government
institution. This types of project budgets are often 10M SEK or more.
An application of an ET Blockchain could maybe be between government institution.
However, the law of Sweden may prevent sharing information in such fashion. Also, for the
self-service operations, their functionality is network internal, and it is a significant security
process when fetching data from external endpoints. Thus, a public blockchain would not be
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appropriate. However, an ET blockchain on the internal network for case management would
instead be a candidate for an application area. Case management is where, e.g., the log of
citizen activities and decisions such as approved housing contribution and money is
transferred to the citizen bank account. Today much of the systems have their logs, and if one
would need to check different things about a citizen, then one has to go into individual
systems. The log of citizen activities is not stored in the same place, and it is a demanding
process that every subsystem are responsible for their data. A private blockchain would be an
opportunity since all the citizens' activities could be stored to the same blockchain and a
whole image about a citizen could be more accessible. The IT-infrastructure would also be
less complex. Different network internal systems could look directly towards the blockchain.
In a regular private blockchain, all data in the blockchain is available to read. Even if the data
is in a private blockchain, there is always a risk of data leakage. It is devastating if data would
be leaked and a need for an encrypted transaction system in a private blockchain seems
necessary. Some authentication is always needed since the need for log containing who has
done what and when. A solution could be to have some transactions that are less sensitive not
encrypted and sensitive transactions encrypted. SGA internal, e.g., all employees should not
have access to read all data in the blockchain and trusted systems should be able to read every
transaction about the citizen. The interviewees do not have a perception of budget estimation
regarding implementing an ET blockchain on a private blockchain. ET blockchain on a
private and company internal network is an interesting concept, and a solution around
encrypting data in the private blockchain with some authentication process for appending data
and decrypting data would be needed if a blockchain was to be implemented in the SGA
organization.

9.30 Case F
Case F is a branch of a global IT consulting company, and defined as a lager company. They
are maintaining an ERP system for a large telecom company.
The participant have been in the IT industry since the year 2005. He has been employed at
major telecom companies. Currently, since about one year ago he began at CGI Karlskrona
and is a software consultant toward a major telecom company (T2). In his daily work, he
works mainly with areas of software integration and how to incorporate different business
processes in a microservice platform. Microservices for the major telecom company is on
both internal network without an internet connection and public networks. When the
microservices the participant works with need to get data from a target on a public network,
the request always goes through an adapter module to ensure no unauthorized traffic. Since
the microservice transformation have not yet fully reached production, it is hard for the
participant to determine if network configuration problems are common for the microservices.
He argues that when the module is built, and successful testing have been done, then the links
between the microservices are set, and faults rarely occur.
He has previously worked with a provisioning tool for an orchestration platform at another
major telecom company. The orchestration platform was supposed to be a generic product
that can be sold to a wide range of customers. However, most of the customer have companyspecific needs which increase the risk of bugs and synchronization problems. To minimize
synchronization problems and make the software architecture more understandable, the
provisioning tool has gone from subsystems holding data in their databases to a centralized
approach where all data are stored in the same place.

Some system is very old with lacking documentation. No one dares to modify these systems
because it is not certain what each rule does. There have been many tries in replacing these
systems with more modern syntax language and software architecture, but without complete
success. The major telecom company has invested a lot of time and money in replacing these
systems, and since there have been some failures, these old systems are still running. The
participant thinks that there is a low incitement in replacing old systems that work and where
problem rarely occurs, however, the maintenance aspects is an incitement. Since people that
know, e.g., COBOL language syntax are getting fewer, there will be a time when the
organization must replace their older systems. In such process the functionality must be
precisely the same when redoing the system, or else it will not work. He thinks that without
documentation regarding the detailed view of every rule in the older systems will be a factor
for failure. The goal is to decouple the older, complex and large systems into microservices.
However, some parts are hard to decouple.
Regarding the cost of redoing the older systems toward microservices or implementing
toward a blockchain, The participant do not have an opinion. Often when it comes to a
decision regarding software architecture, the hard part is to agree. Example, in some legacy
systems there can be three modules that have about the same functionality. Then it can be
hard to agree on how the microservice will be constructed. Implementing and developing the
microservice is easy, and the difficulty is to agree and collaborate. The agreement process is
probably easier in a smaller company. The participant begins his work when the requirements
and budget are set. Different development teams are responsible for their microservices.
When a problem occurs then it is easy to find who to contact. Every microservice have their
contract with who is responsible.
The participant have encountered occasions when people within the organization do not share
their knowledge or expertise to make them irreplaceable. Often these people are working with
legacy systems that the microservice platform continuously is replacing. Mostly everyone is
happy about this new microservice platform. However, when the legacy systems no longer are
in production, then it is not always easy for those working with the legacy system to change
and begin working with other products.
In his work, there is currently a lot talk about General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
The effects of GDPR is, i.a., that every company in the EU must be able to present what data
they are storing about every customer when the data have been accessed and by who. All
these logs could be saved to a massive log database, however, to fetch and follow the flow of
activities for a specific customer will be a demanding implementation. The participant thinks
that a blockchain in this scenario could ease the log handling since the flow of log activities
could be easier to retrace. In some business flows it could be relevant to consider a
blockchain implementation. The immutable storage system where data cannot be changed is a
strength. Today it is not hard for employees of a major telecom company, if he or she knows
how to do it, to change a subscription directly in the database for a customer.
The participant thinks that even if the blockchain is on an internal network, there is always a
need for encrypting the data in the chain. There should probably be some authentication
leading to only valid users with the correct privileges can read the data. The participant thinks
a public blockchain with encrypted transactions is an interesting concept and his empirical
knowledge say it is doable and would probably make the system software architecture more
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understandable. Requesting data from one place instead of from multiple legacy systems
would also help.

9.31 Case G
Case G is a branch of a global telecom company, and defined as a lager company. They are
maintaining and conducting new product development for a mobile subscription provisioning
system.
The participant is working as a system architect for an activation system at Ericsson,
Karlskrona. He has worked at Ericsson for 18 years and been in the IT industry since the year
1995. One functionality in the activation system is to active user data in a mobile network.
Example, activate SMS or MMS for a subscription. Several years ago the activation system
was transformed toward microservices, and the majority of the software architecture is based
on microservices. Ericsson saw needs of scalability and site responsibility of the different
systems. They had from the beginning two large blocks of systems, also called monoliths, that
was divided into 15-20 microservices. The microservices differ quite a bit in size. The
microservices are stateless meaning that the database is kept outside the microservices. There
are two main database systems, one that is fully consistent with a small data size and critical
data, and one eventually consistent where there is a higher volume of data and higher rates of
write/read. Inside these two database systems, there are multiple databases. For the most part,
a microservice should have their database. Some microservices have a crosscut meaning
synchronization toward multiple databases.
The participant thinks that the evolution of systems contributing in modules enabling new
functionality and still preserving previous functionality is a bit of a zero-sum game. Example,
if there are two microservices, the synchronizing is easy to understand. However, if a system
containing 10 – 100 microservices it contributes in a larger structure. Some of the
microservices may be less complex, furthermore, moving complexity from one system to
another resulting in the same overall complexity. With a large microservice structure, it is
harder to keep the services isolated resulting in higher rate of crosscuts. He thinks there is a
risk for backfire where systems are “microservicefied” beyond reasonable limits.
Five years ago the system deprecated everything that had to do with enterprise technics. This
has resulted in a more distributed system with more network operations. Therefore, a tooling
system for handling standardized communication for the microservices was constructed. The
microservices is on an internal network. An order to initialize states and activation processes
in the system is received from another internal network with an encrypted link.
In all systems, there are continuous changes to the requirements. The parameters of an object
may change and then it is vital for the new object type to still be compatible with the systems.
The ET blockchain may be an anti-pattern compared to microservice since multiple systems
with different object type can append transactions to the same blockchain solution. There is a
possibility to protect against the small things, like trying to parse each object to find the
correct type. However, it is at the top system level where it will be hard to prove that the
system is still correct.
The participant thinks that there may be internal use cases for an ET Blockchain. He thinks it
must be a high demand on the integrity of the data in a blockchain solution. Use cases where
the data should be traceable and hard to manipulate may be a proper application area. Even if

a blockchain solution was to be on an internal network, it is still a benefit having the data
encrypted. If there is encryption mechanism, there should also be some authentication and
authorization mechanisms. The concept of an internal network has begun to crumble. It is
hard to have a system that is isolated entirely since external actors may need to be conceded.
System maintainers may need full access to databases, and the content of the data is
something that does not concern them. Thus, employees can today see data that they do not
need to see, but to perform maintenance activities, they may have to use administrator
privileges. Today the system is divided into levels for the possibilities of maintenance role
and lower hierarchal privilege rolls.
Blockchain technology is according to the participant a hyped technology. He has a fondness
for new technology, but the technology does not matter if it cannot solve a real and concrete
problem. Many of the startup blockchain companies have missed this fundamental aspect.
People may think that blockchain solves some trust aspect since crypto blockchain has
pronounced to solve that problem. Example, moving housing registers to a blockchain
solution needs a validation process before the data is appended and stuck to the chain.
Without a validation process before chain appending, the system will never be a trusted
system. Therefore, it is hard to specify what type of data a blockchain solution should contain
before this aspect is solved. Since he does not know how such system could be constructed,
he does not have a perception if easier implementation in a small or large company.
If a company lies data in a blockchain solution, it is always an existential threat. It does not
matter if the deployment of miners is on a peer-2-peers or cloud-based architecture, there is
the risk of data loss and redundancy is essential. If deployed in a cloud-based architecture
there is an economic aspect, and there need to be incitements for how many nodes to deploy.
However, he does not think an ET blockchain will make the software architecture more
understandable. According to what he understands of the system, he does not believe it will
make it easier. The biggest problem is that the data in a blockchain solution should be
consistent and if the object type is changed, the object type of historical transactions cannot be
changed since it is immutable.
Previous, there have in the cry been discussions of a centralized database and data model
approach, which systems are synchronizing directly towards to solve some type of problems,
just like the concept of ET blockchain offers; one truth of data. However, in microservices,
there is usually one service corresponding to one database. The participant does not think a
centralized approach makes any differences. If a system is constructed from scratch, the
newer system will always look more understandable and less complex compared to a system
that has aggregated changes over a ten year period. According to the participant, choice of
technology does not affect the understandability in the long term. An ET blockchain provides
a centralized database approach with information that different systems could “by in”
towards. It is a bit of this methodology that microservices once emerged.

9.32 About the CGI ERP components
Below is a description about the adapters seen in Figure 6.

Adapter1

Receives orders from agents ERP systems that are outside the CGI ERP’s
system network. Thus, requests are sent to a public endpoint where the received
data and request is processed and authenticated. The new order is after that
transferred as a file containing a string of order information according to
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Appendix 9.24 via FTP to Adapter2. To get correct information of the string,
there are rules set up. Example, to get installation type, the adapter look at
position 20-30 of the string. An agent can be a company that sells telecom
subscriptions for the major telecom company. Each agent has an own ERP
system. This adapter also sends to the commission handling system that the
order is booked. This adapter is outside the control of CGI’s maintenance team.
This adapter synchronize with multiple other modules in the ERP system .
Adapter2

Is an application that receives the file containing a string of order information
from adapter1 and parses the file into an order object. The object is then via a
HTTP request sent to Adapter3.

Adapter3

Receives the HTTP requests form Adapter 2 and writes to a centralized database
in CABS. A request can be to install a costumer installation according to data
schema of Appendix 9.23.

Adapter4

This adapter listens to changes of a CABS database. Thus, sends requests to the
commission handling system when there is a subscription change in the
relational database.

Adapter5

Listens to a centralized CABS database for changes. When changes found, then
sends changes to another system to activate and provision the subscription.
Example, activating SMS and MMS functionalities.

GUI

Is a frontend module. From this module, a user can log in and manually
create/modify a subscription.

Adapter6

Receives the changes from the GUI and execute changes to the data in the
relation database according to the received request.

CGI ERP
module

This module has a lot of different adapters that executes logic. The main
purpose of the module is to handle customers and their subscriptions. Every
adapter in the module is not described. Descriptions of adapters like batch
installation, email verification and trigger SMS messaging functionality is left
out since they are not compared in this study.

9.33 CGI ERP module test case 1
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps
Expected result

Test the automatic creation of customer installation
• Adapter1 in Figure 6 is working correctly
An agent order containing costumer installation data of the parameters
seen in Appendix 9.23.
1. An agent sends an order to adapter1
Adapter1 transforms the order to a string of order information according
to Appendix 9.24. Adapter1 sends the order string as a data file to
adapter2 where the order is parsed into an order object. Adapter2 sends
the order object to adapter3 where the order is appended to the relational
database. Adapter5 detects changes to the relational database and begins

customer installation process. If installation process is successful then
provisions information to other systems to activate, e.g., voicemail, SMS
and MMS functionalities.
Actual result
As expected
Table 1 - Test case 1 of the ERP system module

9.34 CGI ERP module test case 2
Test the creation of customer installation from the CEM GUI
• The user is authenticated
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23.
1. Go to the create subscription page
2. Select installation type to be “Customer Installation”
3. Fill in the fields
4. Click submit
Expected result The GUI sends request vi a HTTP REST request to adapter6. Adapter6
appends the order to the relational database. Adapter5 detects changes to
the relational database and begins customer installation process. If
installation process is successful then provisions information to other
systems to activate, e.g., voicemail, SMS and MMS functionalities.
Actual result
As expected
Table 2 - Test case 2 of the ERP system module
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

9.35 ET Blockchain test case 01
Test the creation of a transaction from the ETB GUI
• There are Miners registered in the ETB GUI
• The user is authenticated
• The user have contacts registered in the OAuth provider
Test data
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23.
Steps
5. Go the create transaction page
6. Select a contact to receive the transaction
7. Select transaction type to be “Customer Installation”
8. Fill in the fields
9. Click submit
Expected result The transaction is turned into a block and appended to the chain. The
block should only contain encrypted transactions. The miner respond to
the ETB GUI that request was success if added to a miner and the access
token was valid.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This test matches the functionality of the successful test of CEM seen in
Table 5. Since the cases A, B, F would prefer one centralized storage to
get and append data; this functionality would help their cases.
Table 3 - Test case 01 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose
Preconditions

9.36 ET Blockchain test case 02
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data

Test the creation of a transaction with expired access token

• There are Miners registered in the ETB GUI
• The user have contacts registered in the OAuth provider
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23
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1. Go the create transaction page
2. Select a contact to receive the transaction
3. Select transaction type to be “Customer Installation”
4. Fill in the fields
5. Click submit
Expected result The transaction is sent to a miner to become a block. The miner tries to
validate the access token before block creation. The miner respond to ETB
GUI that access token is not valid and transaction is not added to the
miner. The user is after that logged out.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
The CEM systems do not use token handling. Token handling would be a
new feature in CEM if the system were to be implemented. Since all cases
agree on that an authorization process is needed, and the ETB system is
REST based, token handling is considered to be a good solution.
Table 4 - Test case 02 of the ET Blockchain
Steps

9.37 ET Blockchain test case 03
Test the transfer of an order file in XML-format
• There are an “incoming” directory created
A XML-file containing values shown in Appendix 9.23
1. Select to transfer file via FTP to “incoming” directory in ETB GUI
The file is placed in the ETB GUI “incoming” directory
As expected
This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when an agent
sends an order to adapter1.
Table 5 - Test case 03 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps
Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

9.38 ET Blockchain test case 04
Test the transfer of an invalid order file
• There are an “incoming” directory created
A file containing parameters that is not shown in Appendix 9.23
1. Select to transfer file via FTP to “incoming” directory in ETB GUI
The file is placed in the ETB GUI “incoming” directory.
As expected
This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when an agent
sends an order to adapter1. However, in the CEM system, there is a check
of the string in the file, and if it has the correct format. The ETB system
does not currently do that check.
Table 6 - Test case 04 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps
Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

9.39 ET Blockchain test case 05
Purpose
Preconditions

Test the detection of an order file in XML-format
• There are an “incoming” directory created

•

The ETB GUI is conducting listening activities toward the
“incoming” directory
• Active refresh token in ETB GUI
Test data
A XML-file containing values shown in Appendix 9.23
Steps
1. New file is detected
Expected result The parameters of the new file is successfully parsed into a transaction
object in the ETB GUI.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when adapter1
parses the string in the received order. If the parsing is correct, then it is
turned into a data object.
Table 7 - Test case 05 of the ET Blockchain

9.40 ET Blockchain test case 06
Test the detection of an invalid order file
• There are an “incoming” directory created
• The ETB GUI is conducting listening activities toward the
“incoming” directory
• Active refresh token in ETB GUI
Test data
A file containing parameters that is not shown in Appendix 9.23
Steps
1. New file is detected
Expected result The parameters of the new file cannot be parsed into a transaction object
in the ETB GUI and the exceptions are handled.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when adapter1
parses the string in the received order. If the parsing is not correct, then it
is not turned into a data object, and the parsing fails.
Table 8 - Test case 06 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose
Preconditions

9.41 ET Blockchain test case 07
Purpose
Preconditions

Test the detection of newly created block in the chain
• There are an “outgoing” directory created
• Active refresh token in ETB GUI
Test data
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23
Steps
1. A block is appended to the chain
2. The ERP GUI decrypts the transactions of the block
Expected result A file containing the values shown in Appendix 9.23 is created by each
transaction object from the ETB GUI. The decryption process of the
encrypted transactions require active refresh token to get contacts used for
decryption process.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This can be a comparable test whit the functionality when adapter4 checks
the relational database for changes. If, e.g., adapter4 could be removed,
then modules in the ERP system could get orders from “one truth”
provided by the immutable data storage solution. This could solve case A,
B synchronization problems.
Table 9 - Test case 07 of the ET Blockchain
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9.42 ET Blockchain test case 08
Test the detection of newly created block in the chain with invalid refresh
token
Preconditions
• There are an “outgoing” directory created
Test data
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23
Steps
1. A block is appended to the chain
2. The ERP GUI tires to decrypts the transactions of the block
Expected result The encrypted transactions of the block cannot be decrypted and turned
into files.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
Since the CEM system does not have token handling, there can be no
comparison.
Table 10 - Test case 08 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose

9.43 ET Blockchain test case 09
Test the detection of newly created block for the ERP system module
• There are an “outgoing” directory created
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23
1. A XML-file is created in the “outgoing” directory based on a
transaction from a block
Expected result The ERP system module detects the newly created XML-file and tries to
install the order data contained in the XML-file.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This test matches when adapter3 receives an order from adapter2. If the
order is correct, order installation process begins.
Table 11 - Test case 09 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

9.44 ET Blockchain test case 10
Test the detection of newly created block for the ERP system module with
invalid transaction data
Preconditions
• There are an “outgoing” directory created
Test data
Order object parameter values shown in Appendix 9.23
Steps
1. A XML-file is created in the “outgoing” directory based on a
transaction from a block
Expected result The ERP system module detects the newly created XML-file and tries to
install the order data contained in the XML-file. If installation failure then
respond to ERP GUI with the status.
Actual result
Not as expected
Comparison
This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when adapter3
receives an order from adapter2. If the order is not correct, the order
cannot be installed. It is in this step debugging process begins for case A.
An ET blockchain solution could potentially ease the debugging process
since all orders are stored in an immutable chain. However, the ET
Blockchain does not in the current state have the ability to detect if there
was an error when trying to install orders in the CEM system.
Table 12 - Test case 10 of the ET Blockchain
Purpose

9.45 ET Blockchain test case 11
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps
Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

Test if registered OAuth refresh token can get an OAuth access token
• There are is an existing refresh token in the ETB GUI
• No valid access token existing
refresh_token = abcdefghij123456789
1. Request the need of access token
2. Refresh token is sent to generate access token by refresh token endpoint
A access token is received from the generate access token by refresh token
endpoint
As expected

Since the CEM system does not have token handling, there can be no
comparison.
Table 13 - Test case 11 of the ET Blockchain

9.46 ET Blockchain test case 12
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

Test if parsed transaction object from file detection can be sent to a miner
• There are miners registered in the ETB GUI
• Active refresh token in ETB GUI
Transaction object containing parameters shown in Appendix 9.23
1. Transaction object is created from parsed XML-order file
2. If no active access token, an access token is generated by the active refresh
token
3. Transaction object is sent to a miner with access token in header
A success response containing transaction is added to a miner.
As expected

This test matches parts of the test from Table 4. Thus, when adapter3
sends the received order to the relational database. The CEM system
stores, i.a., orders and customers in a database. The relational database
cannot be replaced since it contains more data then only orders. The ETB
Blockchain is instead a compliment so different modules can get data
directly from the immutable chain. This is powerful since the concept of
“one truth”.
Table 14 - Test case 12 of the ET Blockchain

9.47 ET Blockchain test case 13
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

Test if parsed transaction object from file detection can be sent to a miner with
invalid refresh token and access token
• There are miners registered in the ETB GUI
Transaction object containing parameters shown in Appendix 9.23
1. Transaction object is created from parsed XML-order file
2. Transaction object is sent to a miner with invalid access token in header
or no access token in header
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Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

A failure response containing transactions cannot be added to miner.
As expected

Since the CEM system does not have token handling, there can be no
comparison.
Table 15 - Test case 13 of the ET Blockchain

9.48 ET Blockchain test case 14
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

Expected result
Actual result
Comparison

Test the decryption if new block is detected
• There are miners registered in the ETB GUI
• Active refresh token in ETB GUI
Proof = xzyxzyxzy, Value = xzxzxzxz
1. The ETB GUI detects a new block
2. If no active access token, an access token is generated by the active refresh
token
3. The ETB GUI tries to decrypt the transactions in the block by the contacts
id corresponding with the access token
The encrypted transaction is decrypted
As expected

The data in the CEM database is not decrypted. Thus, a comparison
cannot be made.
Table 16 - Test case 14 of the ET Blockchain

9.49 ET Blockchain test case 15
Purpose
Preconditions

Test to show user transactions

•
•

There are Miners registered in the ETB GUI.
The user is authenticated.

•

The user have contacts registered in the OAuth provider.

Test data
Steps
Expected result

Proof = xzyxzyxzy, Value = xzxzxzxz
1. Go the my transaction page
All the transactions in the chain is decrypted by authenticated user id a
corresponding contact id. The successful decryptions are shown.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
This test matches parts of the test from Table 5. Thus, when a user goes to
the page that contains a list of orders.
Table 17 - Test case 15 of the ET Blockchain

9.50 ET Blockchain test case 16
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

Test to add transaction to miner

• Active access token in the header of the request
Proof = xzyxzyxzy, Value = xzxzxzxz
2. The transaction request is received
3. The access token is validated toward access token endpoint

The transaction is added to the miner receiving the request and available
transactions on the miner is turned into a block. After that, the new block
is available for the network of miners.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
The data in the CEM database do not have an encryption process. Thus, a
comparison cannot be made. However, according to all cases, the is a need
of encrypted transaction if a blockchain solution for, e.g., an ERP system
was to be constructed.
Table 18 - Test case 16 of the ET Blockchain
Expected result

9.51 ET Blockchain test case 17
Purpose
Preconditions
Test data
Steps

Test to add transaction to miner with invalid access token
• Invalid or no access token in the header of the request

Proof = xzyxzyxzy, Value = xzxzxzxz
1. The transaction request is received
2. The access token is validated toward access token endpoint
Expected result The transaction is not added to the miner.
Actual result
As expected
Comparison
Since the CEM system does not have token handling, there can be no
comparison.
Table 19 - Test case 17 of the ET Blockchain
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9.52 The constructed system
In this chapter, a description of the development process is performed. The development
process began with specifying use cases for the system. The result of the proposed system is
tree clients, ERP GUI client, Miner client and OAuth Connector client.

9.52.1 Use cases
According to Tiwari S And Gupta A, use cases have been widely accepted as a tool for
specifying the functional requirements of a software system. Use cases models are typically
used as the input in software development which increases the chance of providing clear,
correct and understandable documentation of the software system (Tiwari S & Gupta A,
2015). Use case modeling begins with determining the actor that a functionality its turn
should perform for obtaining a business goal. The use case consists of a verb and noun to
describe the functional requirement.

Figure 9 - Shows the use cases that the constructed system is based on.

9.52.2 Overall system technology description
Determined use cases in Figure 9 were the root of the development process. The use cases are
functionality the constructed system should perform. The development began with building a
blockchain miner. The development process of the miners got inspiration from an open source
python project to determine endpoints needed for blockchain functionality1. The
documentation of the endpoint was conducted in SwaggerHub2. SwaggerHub is a tool for
documenting an applications API. When the endpoints were set in swagger, the tool was then

1
2

https://github.com/dvf/blockchain
https://swagger.io/tools/swaggerhub/

used to generate a scalatra servlet for a Scala project that contained a preset of the
documented endpoints. Functionality was built upon the generated Scala project.
The functions needed for a blockchain miner followed a community article about how to build
a blockchain (Flymen D, 2017). The author chose to follow the instructions since the response
to that article is good and thereby satisfying to be a relevant approach. When the blockchain
miner was developed, it was after that deployed using Docker. Docker is a container
virtualization technology which makes it possible to quickly deploy and orchestrate an
application as several instances and services (Anderson C, 2015), and in that way quickly
deploy several miners to build a blockchain network during testing and development.
When a network of miner did expected outcomes after severe testing, the author began
extending with custom features to solve the use case requirements. According to the users'
actor, it should be able to access its account from different machines. As described earlier, the
use of tokens was therefore implemented. The author chose to use the Google OAuth provider
to authenticate a user. Google OAuth provider is one of the most popular OAuth providers on
the market. If the application is functional against Google OAuth provider, it can be seen as a
benchmark that it would probably be compatible with other OAuth providers, and in some
way a validator that the implementation is done correctly.
Since the data in the chain should not be possible to read for everyone since competitors then
could get advantages. The proposed solution has also implemented Zero-Knowledge Proof
technology (Martín-Fernández F et al., 2016). With the help of this technology, there is no
way of interpreting a transaction. To interpret a transaction, one has to know the key that
corresponds to the proof to decrypt a transaction. The implementation of encryption method
based on Zero-Knowledge Proof was from NARWHAL implementation of Jun (Jun B, 2010)
and Cheu R et al. (Chen R et al., 2014).
Since the blockchain does not distinguish what it holds, the encryption is done before the
transactions are appended to a block on a miner, and also decrypted outside the blockchain.
To solve this, the miner network is extended with an ERP GUI client that is outside the miner
network. It is the miner clients that are deployed on several nodes to build a blockchain
network. ERP GUI client is among other things needed to encrypt and decrypt transactions,
authenticate the user and fetches the users contacts from the OAuth provider. The transactions
are JSON strings of different object types that after decryption can be parsed into a Scala
object.
The author chose Scala as the development language for the backend. This because the author
has worked with that language before and is a language that addresses the needs of modern
software development (Wampler D & Payne A, 2014). Scala exploits the performance and
optimizations’ of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) which is a computing machine that enables
a computer to run Java program. This means that Scala could compile Java syntax entirely,
but then the Scala features such as succinct, elegant and flexible syntax are not used
(Wampler D & Payne A, 2014). Scala was found by Martin Odersky in 2001 and is today
believed to be a language for professional developers since it is rich in features, highly
performant and expressive for a wide class of problems (Wampler D & Payne A, 2014).
For front-end development, the author chose Angular since he has worked with that before
and is a structured syntax that makes frontend development easier to understand and maintain
(Freeman A, 2017). Angular is an open source JavaScript library that is maintained by
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Google. It is a popular framework and has been used in some of the largest and most complex
web applications (Freeman A, 2017).

9.52.3 Clients documentation
9.52.3.1 Miner client

The miner clients are built entirely in the Scala programming language. In Appendix 9.1 is the
description of the miner client API endpoints that the ERP GUI calls to perform desired logic.
As seen in Appendix 9.2, the user must have an active access token in the ERP GUI that is
sent as a header to the new transaction endpoint. The miner client then checks toward the
OAuth provider if the attached access token is active. If the access token is not active then
returns an invalid response, and if it is active then adds the transaction to the miner. The
miner has a cronjob that executes logic every 15 seconds where the available transactions are
mined into a block and checks for a longer and valid chain. If a new block is mined, the new
block available for every miner in the network. Thus, every miner has the latest, longest and
valid chain.
9.52.3.2 ERP GUI client

The ERP GUI client is built backend in Scala programming language syntax and frontend in
angular javascript framework. In Appendix 9.4 is the description of the ERP GUI client API
endpoints. The frontend calls those endpoints to display desired logic. The ERP GUI can
display the encrypted blockchain, display decrypted transaction for the authorized user, create
new transactions and search miners in the blockchain network.
An OAuth provider is implemented into the ERP client to authorize a user, get user profile
information and get user contacts. The contact ids are required to create a secret that is used to
encrypt a transaction and generate a proof that the secret corresponds with. To decrypt a
transaction the ERP GUI loops through every contact id and check if the id combination that
generates a secret matches the proof. If the match is correct, then the secret is used to decrypt
the transaction. Zero knowledge proof is a lightweight cryptographic algorithm (MartínFernández F, 2016) and also considered to be secure (Chain K, 2017). Zero knowledge is
probably more efficient and secure then, e.g., decrypting every transaction and looking for a
text string to determine correct secret.
9.52.3.3 OAuth Connector client

The OAuth Connector client is constructed entirely in Scala syntax. The client contains a list
of authorized OAuth providers. When a miner client tries to validate the token received from
the ERP GUI client, then a request is sent to the OAuth Connector client. The OAuth
Connector client tries to forward each received request to the list of registred OAuth
providers. If the response from a request toward an OAuth provider validate token endpoint is
valid, then the access token is sent to the miner from where the request first came. If the token
response is successful, the OAuth Connector client does not try to connect to any more OAuth
providers. If any of the authorized OAuth providers could not validate token, then a failure
response is triggered.

9.52.4 Docker deployment
To host and obtain an SSL certificate for the ERP GUI clients, OAuth Connector client and Miner
clients, the deployment uses a reverse proxy container and certificate generator provided by Let’s

Encrypt through Docker. The clients are linked with the reverse proxy and accessible through the HTTP
protocol via a browser.

Figure 10 - Shows the docker container used for deploying the project with four miner clients,
one ERP GUI client, and one OAuth Connector client
To ease the new versions updates of the clients, the project clients are uploaded to three
different docker repositories. The containers are deployed with environment variables and
volumes are bound between the container and the host machine. In Appendix 9.20 the
Dockerfile for the ERP GUI client is presented, in Appendix 9.21 the Dockerfile for the miner
client is presented. Docker file for the OAuth Connector client is similar to the Dockerfile
seen in Appendix 9.21. A Dockerfile is a text file containing rules and instruction about an
image. A container is based on an image. In Appendix 9.22, run commands to deploy the
containers is presented. There are eight containers deployed in Figure 10.

9.52.5 Encryption method based on Zero-Knowledge Proof technology
The development of the encryption logic was based on Zero-Knowledge proof technology
from NARWHAL implementation of Jun (Jun B, 2010) and Cheu R et al. (Chen R et al.,
2014). In Appendix 9.5 is a view of the ET blockchain and the same transactions are shown
decrypted in Appendix 9.6.2. Thus, what is shown on the ET blockchain in Appendix 9.5 is
an encrypted JSON string that is not possible to determine what it contains. To determine the
content, the text string has to be decrypted using a secret. The secret is based on the recipient
and sender id fetched from the centralized OAuth provider. For efficiency and security, a
proof is also generated based on the secret, the recipient id, and sender id. The proof is also
added to the transaction when the transaction is created. The proof is randomly generated and
still only matches a correct combination of secret, the recipient id, and sender id. Thus, even if
the transaction has the same content, the proof will always differ.
The concept of Zero-Knowledge proof technology as described in Chapter 2.6 is not fully
implemented. Thus, there are no multiple checks of the signature and proof. However, the
technology was still used since, as mentioned, Zero-knowledge proof technology is a
lightweight cryptographic algorithm (Martín-Fernández F, 2016) and also considered to be
secure (Chain K, 2017). One can argue that Zero-Knowledge Proof technology is more
efficient and secure then, e.g., decrypting every transaction and looking for a text string to
determine correct secret. When the proof corresponds with the secret that is generated for
each user id from the OAuth provider contacts together with authorized user id, and also in
combination with authorized user id and the currently authorized user id, then the secret is
found and used to decrypt the transaction. A salt is also added to the encryption and
decryption process to increase the security.
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Figure 11 - Shows how the logic is for every user id combination check. The check variable
returns true/false. The prove (proof) variable is fetched from the blockchain shown in
Appendix 9.5

Figure 12 - Shows input value for generating a signature used to encrypt a transaction and
also input values for the proof that is added to the transaction to the blockchain

9.52.6 ET blockchain architecture

Figure 13 - Describes how the ET blockchain system would look if fully deployed
As shown in Figure 13, there is a possibility of incorporating multiple OAuth providers with
the ET blockchain system. Each OAuth provider is linked with each company or department,
outside or inside an internal network. Hence, companies synchronizing with the blockchain do
not need to be on the same internal network and network configurations when, e.g., granting

new companies to access the ET blockchain is not required. However, the token endpoint of a
OAuth provider that checks if a valid token has to be manually added to the OAuth connector
client. The OAuth connector client is a centralized list of token endpoints that tries to connect
and redirect traffic to correct OAuth providers.
When a user visits an ERP GUI client, the user can see the blockchain with encrypted
transactions, go into a specific miner to view its blockchain, or log in to obtain an active
access token used to validate if the user is logged in. When the user attempts to log in, she is
redirected to Google OAuth authentication process as seen in Appendix 9.12. If a valid user in
the centralized OAuth provider, an access token, and profile information is saved in the
session to be available during the users' login period. Google OAuth tokens are valid for one
hour before expiring.
If the user has an active access token she can create new transactions, view transactions and
contacts fetched from the OAuth provider in the ERP GUI client. If a transaction is created in
the ERP GUI, then the transaction object is converted to a JSON string and then encrypted
with a signature based on the sender id and recipient id. After that, a proof is generated for the
transaction, and then the whole transaction is sent to a random miner in the blockchain
network. The access token from the session is sent in the header when sending the transaction
to a miner as a REST request. The transaction is in the body of the request. Before the
transaction can be mined into a block, a test of the access token is sent towards the OAuth
connector client. The OAuth connector client tires to find the correct OAuth provider from the
list of registered OAuth providers. If valid token response, then the transaction is mined into a
block. Every 15 seconds each miner checks for the longest chain and if a transaction is
available for mining processes. If a longer chain is found, and it is a valid chain, then the
miners current chain is replaced with the longer chain. Because of this process, every miner in
the blockchain network has the longest and valid chain, and can receive transactions to be
mined into a block. If each miner does not have the longest and valid chain, the block creation
process do not know the latest block hash. The latest block hash is needed to append a new
block to the chain.

9.52.7 Description of functionality
In this section a description of the systems main functionalities will be presented.
9.52.7.1 Authorize user logic

To authorize a user, there need to be some authorization process. A user is authorized if an
OAuth provider releases a valid access token. In Appendix 9.6 the view of visiting the chain
as not authorized is presented. If a user clicks the “person” icon, the browser redirects to the
login form of the OAuth provider as seen in Appendix 9.11. If successful login in the OAuth
provider, the browser redirects back to the ERP GUI with a valid access token. The process is
demonstrated in a sequence diagram seen in Appendix 9.13.
9.52.7.2 View blockchain logic

Appendix 9.5 and 9.6 show the full blockchain with encrypted transactions as a nonauthorized user. Processes engaged for displaying the chain is demonstrated in a sequence
diagram seen in Appendix 9.14.
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9.52.7.3 View user transactions logic

If a user is authorized, she has access to decrypt transactions containing her user id provided
by the OAuth provider. Frontend view of this is presented in Appendix 9.7. Appendix 9.17
shows a sequence diagram of every step needed to decrypt and display transactions
corresponding to the authorized user.
9.52.7.4 View contacts logic

If a user is authorized and accepted the scope of reading contacts from the OAuth provider,
she has access to get and display her contacts in the ERP GUI. On the contacts page seen in
Appendix 9.9, the email, name and the contacts user id are displayed. Appendix 9.15 is the
show contacts process demonstrated in a sequence diagram.
9.52.7.5 Create transaction logic

If a user is authorized and has a valid access token, she can create a transaction to be
appended to the chain. The frontend views of creating a transaction is seen in Appendix 9.10
& 9.11 When the transaction is sent to a random registered miner, the miner first validates the
access token toward the OAuth connector client. If valid access token, then the transaction is
mined into a block and appended to the chain. Processes engaged for appending a new
transaction is demonstrated in a sequence diagram seen in Appendix 9.16.
9.52.7.6 Automatic transaction creation

If an XML-file containing an order is transferred into a directory, that the ERP GUI is
conducting listen activity towards. Then the order will be automatically appended to the
chain. Appendix 9.18 is the logic for this functionality presented in a sequence diagram.
9.52.7.7 Automatic new block detection

The ERP GUI is every 30-second checking if there are any new blocks created. If a new block
is detected, then the transactions in that block are decrypted and parsed. An XML-file
containing the parsed transaction object is after that created in a directory. This logic is shown
in a sequence diagram seen in Appendix 9.19.

9.53 System modifications and evolution
Maintaining and building new software is not always a trivial process. In this section, a theory
about popular approach when transferring old and complex software is presented. This theory
is important to better understand the data found in the case study.
Adaption and customization refer to the modifications of an software to meet customers'
needs that are not supported by a vendor as a standard feature. In the case of ERP systems,
ERP modifications may even be a factor to organizational competitive advantage (Brehm L et
al. 2001). However, modifications entail risks to the functionality of a ERP system.
Software modifications are mainly intended to keep software systems up to the customers'
requirements. According to Mkaouer M et al., software modifications is a set of development
activities such as adding new features, fixing reported bugs, migrating to different

environments and platforms, and other function related tasks. As a software system evolves,
modifications tend to degrade the system structure because focus may lie on fixing the tasks
instead of overlooking the software system as a whole (Mkaouer M et al. 2017). Thus, when
developing and modifying ERP systems, new functionalities are added on top of the current
system, and not incorporated to the core and refactored. Refactoring is essential because it
increases many dimensions of software quality and also improves productivity (Chen J et al.
2016). Refactoring could eventually decrease the number of defects found (Ratzinger J et al.
2008). However, other studies show that a high ratio of refactoring is followed by an
increased rate of bug reports (Xing Z & Stroulia E, 2005; Zhang L et al. 2011; Chen J et al.
2016). Thus, customizations and modifications on the database and source code can have
significant influence over ERP quality (Parthasarathy S & Sharma S, 2017).
According to Götz B et al., usually, when an old and complex system initially was created,
there was no focus on flexibility and dynamics. Today, when a decision is taken to redo a
system, companies tend to decouple their old and complex system into independent modules
for more understandable software architecture and decreasing software maintenance effort. To
enable this new type of methodology, manufacturing IT is undergoing a change from the
traditional manufacturing IT of monolithic systems to service-orientation systems. Traditional
manufacturing IT is characterized by a hierarchical structure and often depicted as the
automation pyramid (Götz B et al., 2018). Service-orientation systems are often referred to as
micro services, which is an approach in the emerging manufacturing IT.

Traditional manufacturing IT
Emerging manufacturing IT
Hierarchical
Non-hierarchical networks
Centralized
Decentralized
Software suites
Services, Apps
Monolithic
Fine-grained services
License fees
Pay-per-Use
Complex integration
Open standards
Delayed data
(Near) real-time data
Roll-out within months/years
Deployment within minutes
Table 20 - Comparison of traditional and emerging manufacturing IT (Götz B et al., 2018)
Götz B et al., also argues that the automation pyramid is usually centralized large software
suits with significant investments in license fees. Automation pyramid is often monolithic and
uses self-defined interfaces instead of using standardized interfaces and communication
protocols. Development and maintenance effort of interfaces between various systems are
therefore high. Benefits with systems based on microservice architecture are the ability of
adoption to rising capacity demands since every component can be duplicated for load
balancing. This modular architecture also makes the system robust to faults, e.g., if one
microservice encounters an error, the rest of the systems can still function independently
(Götz B et al., 2018).
Microservices rely on loosely coupled lightweight communication protocol. This means that
the services use independently defined interfaces which reduce the dependencies between
services (Götz B et al., 2018). An enterprise service bus (ESB) is usually implemented to
handle and route traffic between microservices and acts as an integration layer (Thönes J,
2015). A service in the microservice platform contains most often only business logic and not
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a database to keep the service as lightweight as possible. Without an ESB it would be hard to
understand how the application communicates with one another and being able to
communicate with databases. (Thönes J, 2015). However, microservices do not need to go
through an ESB to communicate. Microservices can also execute communications directly
with each other.
If a new data storage solution for an ERP system was to be constructed, focus on flexibility is
important. Microservices is emerging manufacturing IT and could be a good fit for an
architecture of a system that should synchronize with a new data storage solution. As a result
of focus on flexibility and modularity, such solution could, therefore, reduce transaction
costs.
Implementation of new technology and changing old and complex systems require decision
makers to agree on strategy. Changes to software are usually an eerie process for
organizations. To get incentives to initiate a transformation process there should be an
economic benefit. However, there may also be other aspects that can be challenging when
deciding on a new strategy of technology. This section presents theory about decision making
and is a prevalent area in the case study.
According to Nicholas J et al., there is a considerable difference between small and medium
enterprises (SME) and large organization regarding new product development. SMEs cannot
be seen as a scaled-down version of a large company. Differences exist in areas including
management, structure, and policies. As a consequence, SMEs include a shorter decisionmaking process, greater functional integration, less resistance to change and a more
innovation-friendly atmosphere. Advantages with large organizations include access to
resources, external contacts and not being dominated by the owner’s or chief executive’s
personality (Nicholas J et al., 2011). Table 2 summarizes general key differences between a
large organization and SMEs.
Large organization
SMEs
Hierarchical with several layers of
Flat with few layers of management
management
Rigid structure and information flows
Flexible structure and information flow
Top management visibility limited
Top management very visible
Top management far from point of
Top management close to point of delivery
delivery
Low incidence of innovativeness
High incidence of innovativeness
Slow response to environmental change
Rapid response to environmental change
High degree of formalization
Low degree of formalization
Personnel authority low
Personnel authority high
Good access to human and financial
Limited access to human and financial
resources
resources
High degree of resistance to change
Negligible resistance to change
Individual creativity stifled
Individual creativity encouraged
Table 21 - General differences between large organizations and SMEs (Nicholas J et al., 2011)
According to Nicholas J et al., there are studies which have found that entrepreneurial SMEs
apply formalized methods of strategic planning to increase knowledge about their
environments and their capabilities. Furthermore, links have been found between

entrepreneurship and strategic management. Also, that flexibility and entrepreneurship are
greater in SMEs. SMEs have a higher level of confidence than larger companies in their
ability to be flexible and make changes (Nicholas J et al., 2011). Thus, if a new type of
technology was to be implemented, one can argue that the implementation process would be
easier in SMEs. However, deciding on changing towards and implementing, e.g., a new type
of data storage technology would, nevertheless, be a demanding process.
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